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Editoral :

Mahi Pal Singh

In Bilkis Bano’s case it is Nothing but
Travesty of Justice

Every sensitive and justice loving person was

shocked to learn that on the day when the

country completed 75 years of freedom from

the British yoke this 15th of August, the eleven

barbarians who had committed gang rape on

the pregnant Bilkis Bano and brutally murdered

many of her family members in Gujarat on 3rd

March 2002 in the aftermath of the Godhra train

burning incident, were set free from the Godhra

sub-jail though they were sentenced to life

imprisonment by the court. They not only got

premature freedom from jail, they were

welcomed with garlands and sweets by Hindutva

elements, including women, as if they had

returned after performing an act of bravery on

the borders of the country or risked their own

lives to save people drowning in a flooded river

or caught in a burning building. The act of these

welcomers, particularly the women, was equally

inhuman and condemnable as the act of the

culprits who had shown their cowardice and

worst kind of meanness on the innocent and

helpless young woman and her family members.

One hoped that at least the women would

understand the mental and physical agony that

Bilkis Bano has been suffering for the last 20

years. Shockingly, they did not do so. One can

only hang one’s head in shame at the shameless

act of these people and the eleven culprits.

It is also an act of judicial impropriety on the

part of the judiciary to allow these brutes to be

set free. Firstly, they all should have been

sentenced to death for the inhuman act of rape

of a pregnant young woman and murder of many

people as the death sentence continues to be

on the statute book for the ‘rarest of the rare’

heinous crime. If this was not a ‘rarest of the

rare’ case, then what would it require for this

case to become so? The tragedy in this country

is that the worst offenders – rapists, murderers,

dacoits, arsonists and the worst kind of

economic offenders – walk free and the victims

of these offences live in perpetual fear and

suffer the worst kind of agony which is worse

than even life imprisonment. This case would

only present the country and its criminal justice

system in bad light in the whole world. The only

way that the country can redeem its image

internationally is by sending the eleven criminals

back to jail for life for the heinous and inhuman

crime they committed and also releasing Umar

Khalid, Siddique Kappan and all the Bhima

Koregaon case accused who should never have

been sent to jail on false and concocted charges.

Now that the Supreme Court is going to hear

this case of the premature release of the eleven

criminals from jail, we should hope that justice

will ultimately prevail.

The Radical Humanist on Website
‘The Radical Humanist’ is now available at http://www.lohiatoday.com/ on

Periodicals page, thanks to Manohar Ravela who administers the site on Ram

Manohar Lohia, the great socialist leader of India.  –  Mahi Pal Singh
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On 2nd October: Mahatma Gandhi’s Birth Anniversary

Gandhian Politics in Contemporary India
Anand Kumar

Making sense of the Gandhian

politics in ‘contemporary India’

demands at least three steps of

inquiry and interrogation:

(i) Contextualizing Gandhi and

his politics; (ii) Underlining the

diversities within the followers

of Gandhi in the early post-

Gandhi period (1948 – 1979);

and (iii) An overview of the

Gandhian politics today in the

era of globalization and

majoritarianism.

1. Contextualizing Gandhi and his

politics

Gandhi was committed for an ethical life and

society based upon twin ideals – truth and non-

violence. He endeavoured for Swaraj

(decolonization), Swadeshi (indigenous

development) and Sarvoday (well-being of all

through participatory democracy). His

methodology was a judicious combination of

character-building, constructive program, non-

cooperation and ‘Satyagraha’. He was not

fascinated by politics as pursuit of power.

The emergence of Gandhi as a new kind of

practitioner of politics based upon ‘soul-force’

or Satyagraha took place in Transvaal (South

Africa) on September 11, 1906. His fascinating

life journey was put to an end by an assassin on

30th January, 1948 at New Delhi (India) soon

after India achieved freedom from foreign rule

after continuously struggling for it between 1917

(Champaran Satyagraha) and 1946 (‘Quit India’

movement) under his leadership. Gandhi was

inspired in different ways by the Indian Jain

philosopher Shrimad Rajchandra (1867-1901),

Russian visionary Leo Tolstoy (1828-1910),

American naturalist Henry David Thoreau

(1817-1862), and British thinker John Ruskin

(1819-1900). He was an ever-evolving politician

but he has presented his core values and ideas

in ‘Hind Swaraj’ (1909) which is considered

as ‘a Manifesto for the 21st Century’.

Gandhi was not a popular politician in

ideological terms as he was continuously

criticised by his contemporary Hindu and

Muslim nationalists; Orthodox priests and the

Dalit leaders; Rajas and radicals; capitalists and

communists; liberals and militants. But his appeal

kept growing and has continued to create new

waves in most parts of the modern world system

since his assassination. The Sarvodaya

movement in India led by Vinoba and JP in India,

Civil Rights Movement in the US led by Martin

Luther King Jr., anti-apartheid movement led

by Nelson Mandela in South Africa, anti-

Articles and Features :
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authoritarian movement in Pakistan led by Khan

Abdul Gaffar Khan, the Green Movement in

European Union, and the Tibetan resistance led

by the Dalai Lama, and the peace and justice

movements in Latin America are some of the

outstanding examples of it. It is not insignificant

that the United Nations has started celebrating

2nd October, the birth day of Gandhi, as

International Day of non-violence since 2007.

2. Major diversities in the early post-

Gandhi decades

There were three visible trends among the

followers of the Gandhian way in the early

decades of the post-Gandhi era. A non-confirmist

Gandhian socialist Dr. Lohia called them (a)

governmental Gandhians (“Sarakari’) (led by

Nehru, Patel, Rajendra Prasad and other

government leaders); (b) institutional Gandhians

(‘Mathi’) (constructive work centres inspired by

Vinoba Bhave); and (c) out-caste Gandhians

(‘Kujaat’) (represented by opposition party

politicians like Sane Guruji, Kripalani, and Lohia).

It got replaced by a new bi-polar formation

in the 1970s – (i) pro-peoples’ movement

Gandhians; and (ii) anti-protest movement

Sarvodaya activists. The pro-movement

Gandhians supported Jaiprakash Narayan’s

initiatives against growing corruption in public

life. He gave a call for ‘Total Revolution’. It

was preceded by Nav-Nirman Movement in

Gujarat which was supported by governmental

Gandhians like former deputy prime minister

Morarji Desai. They, including JP and Desai,

were jailed in a large number during the

Emergency Raj (June 1975 – March 1977).

Later, they openly campaigned and cooperated

with the opposition parties for ‘defeat of

dictatorship and restoration of democracy’. This

period also saw popularisation of a new synthesis

called ‘Gandhian socialism’.

The ‘anti-protest movement Gandhians’

considered it as drifting away from

‘spiritualization’ and promoting ‘politicisation’ of

the Gandhian legacy. They cooperated with the

Communist Party in organizing ‘anti-Fascist

conferences’. They supported the ruling

Congress Party and its authoritarian rule. They

tried to engineer a split in the Gandhian

community of activists.

The turbulent 1970s promoted recruitment

of youth in the Gandhian movement through new

formations like Chhatra Yuwa Sangharsh Vahini.

There were new initiatives by women for

protecting forests (‘Chipko Andolan’), saving

rivers (Narmada Bachao Andolan) and opposing

the liquor Mafia. There was enlargement of

activities of the Gandhians in the realm of civil

liberties and democratic rights by establishing

citizen forums like Citizens for Democracy

(CFD) and Peoples’ Union for Civil Liberties

(PUCL).

3. Era of ‘Paradigm shift’ and the

Gandhian responses

India moved towards market mediated path

of economic reforms in a decisive way since

1992. This is recognized as ‘paradigm shift’ from

welfare state to liberalization-privatization-

globalization. It caused rolling back of the newly

evolved democratic state and creating spaces

for market and commercialization. It was not

surprising that it was opposed by the Gandhians

on several fronts – village industries, ecological

destruction, consumerism, and corruption.

It was a new turn in the followers of the

Gandhian way. They joined hands with local

communities against entry of global corporations

in rural and tribal areas. National Alliance of

Peoples Movements (NAPM) and World Social

Forum were two major platforms which created

new alliances between the Gandhians and the

local community groups, trade unions and

farmers’ unions. They criticised the policies of

paradigm shift as there was total moving away

from the Gandhian goals of Swadeshi

(indigenous) and Swavalamban (self reliance).

There protests were not ignorable. As a result

a number of new entitlements were introduced

between 2004 and 2014 including rural
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employment guarantee, forests’ rights, right to

education, and right to information.

Gandhian politics has gone further towards

protest politics since change of regime at the

centre in 2014. They were critical about the

economic orientation of the United Progressive

Alliance (UPA) led by Indian National Congress

which was in power most of the time between

1992 and 2014, except two intervals between

1989-’91 and 1999-2004. But many of them

considered the National Democratic Alliance

(NDA) regime as not only promoter of anti-

people economic agenda but also communal

(anti-minorities) and majoritarian (Hindutva). It

has brought most of them closer to the non-NDA

political formations and civil society initiatives.

Today, (a) the civil liberties, (b) respect for

all religions, (c) electoral reforms, (d) communal

violence, (e) environmental crisis, (f) agricultural

crisis, and (g) corruption at high places, have

become priority issues in the agenda of the

Gandhian activists. On the other hand, the NDA

regime has not been indifferent to the Gandhian

resistance as it has tried its own interpretation

of the Gandhian legacy and the Gandhian icons,

particularly Sardar Patel. There is a new

discourse of nationalism with Savarkar as the

‘real’ hero and his concepts of ‘Hindutva’ and

‘Hindu Rashtra’ as the two key ideas of the

Indian identity. It has also wrested control of

the Gandhian institutions, including the

Sabarmati Ashram and Gandhi Smriti and

Darshan Samiti. It has encouraged rift in Sarva

Sewa Sangh and forced a number of funding

agencies to stop supporting various

nongovernmental organisations, including the

Gandhian voluntary organizations. Many

observers suggest that it is an unprecedented

challenge for the Gandhians where their world-

view, icons, agenda of nation-building,

institutional set-up and campaigns and programs

are being challenged from all sides by a Hindu-

centric political force. Such existential crisis was

not there during the British Raj. It did not happen

in the Emergency Raj. It will be interesting to

see ‘what next’!

(Anand Kumar is an eminent socialist

activist who retired as professor of sociology

from Jawaharlal Nehru University, New

Delhi.)

Courtesy Janata Weekly, August 14,

2022.

Dear Friends,

As you are aware, a court case is in progress for the eviction of Humanist House, 13 Mohini

Road, Dehradun for the last 37 years from the illegal occupant of the house where M.N. Roy

and Mrs. Ellen Roy lived and breathed their last. As Indian Renaissance Institute needs fund to

pursue the case diligently, you are requested to donate liberally for the cause.

Cheques/Bank drafts may be sent in the name of ‘Indian Renaissance Institute’

to: Sheoraj Singh, 3821/7, Kanhaiya Nagar, Tri Nagar, Delhi- 110035. (M) 9891928222.

Email ID: srsingh3821@gmail.com.

Online donations may be sent to: ‘Indian Renaissance Institute’ Account No. 02070100005296;

IFSC Code: UCBA0000207, UCO Bank, Supreme Court Branch, New Delhi (India)

Mahi Pal Singh Vinod jain

Secretary Chairman

 (M) 9312206414, Email: mahipalsinghrh@gmail.com

An Appeal for Donation for the

Court Case – 13 Mohini Road, Dehradun
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Relevance of Gandhi
Inherent Contradictions and the Way Out

Early Twentieth Century saw the rise of two

great Indians who were giants in their respective

fields. One hailed from the western state of

Gujarat, the other from the eastern state of

Bengal. Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi or

M.K. Gandhi was from Gujarat. Manabendra

Nath Roy or M.N. Roy was from Bengal. Gandhi

came to become a mass leader as India had not

seen before. Roy established himself as an

intellectual giant as India had not witnessed for a

long time.

After spending some formative years in South

Africa, Gandhi returned to India in 1915 and was

in the Congress as a leader. His rise was such

that by 1920 he was dominating the Indian

National Congress. At the time of his Dandi

March against the Salt law of the British in 1930,

he was at the peak of his leadership.

Young Roy (then Naren) before 1915 was

working as a terrorist under the leadership of

Jatin Mukherjee. In that year he left for Java in

search of German arms to help insurgency against

the British. Subsequently he moved on to Mexico

where he gave up his ardent nationalism of

younger days and adopted Communism.

Establishing the first communist party outside the

Soviet Union, he was invited by Lenin to Moscow

to attend the Comintern meeting. Here he

impressed Lenin and other delegates. By 1929

his achievements in the Soviet Union were

spectacular.

But by the end of that year, as a result of

various factors, he was out of favour with

Moscow and was expelled from the Comintern.

He decided to come to India, where by the end

of 1930 he was arrested. In 1931 he was jailed

for six years by the British rulers.

In Jail both Gandhi and Roy read a lot and

wrote voluminously. By November 1936 when

Roy was released he had already written 6000

pages of “Philosophical Consequences of Modern

Science.” Both in their own ways, were working

for India’s liberation from the British Rule. But

their approaches were fundamentally different

from each other’s.

When I was young, somebody close to me

said that when Gandhi came to India from South

Africa, he said, ‘India needs a Mahatma. I have

decided to be one’.

[ I ]

When Gandhi came to India he must have

realized that the people of India were poor,

illiterate, orthodox, lacking in confidence, scared

of the powerful British and of the mighty empire.

Obviously the first and foremost task would be

to awaken them and restore their confidence so

that they are enabled to participate in a struggle

for independence.

Trying to awaken these masses would require

communicating with them. The only way to

effectively communicate with these poor, illiterate

and downtrodden people would be to stoop to

their level. And Gandhi did just that. Giving up

his attire and putting on the loin cloth of the

average poor man was one step. Giving the public

meetings a touch of the prayer meeting was

another. The overall impression given was of an

orthodox believer.

This suited the people well. They started

flocking to Gandhi’s meetings. This was a master-

stroke.

Tradition of non-violence came to Gandhi

through his mother who was a devout Jain. He

practised it in South.

Africa against Apartheid. He realised its

potential there.

Another thing he practiced in South Africa

was what he called Satyagraha—insistence. He

knew it would unnerve the British as well.

The Indian people were not expected to take

Vinod Jain
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up arms against the mighty British. It suited the

downtrodden people well.

An organiser has to keep his flock together

and busy. They should feel that they are

participating in an independence struggle. For this

Gandhi devised a few things.

He asked the people to use spinning wheel

(Charkha). This in order to produce hand-spun

and hand- woven cloth (Khadi) and stop wearing

clothes made of British cloth. This gave the

people a sense of participation, a sense of

sacrifice, a sense of achievement.

He asked the congressmen to take to early-

morning rounds in their localities (Prabhat-

Pheris) whenever they were required to convey

something to the people in general. This was so

easy to do.

Whenever there were activities like the Dandi

Salt March, participating people were required

to remain non- violent, not run away in the face

of show of force, and to calmly suffer lathi blows

whenever lathi-charged. This was the maximum

sacrifice they were to suffer. This was well

designed to shame the British in the eyes of the

Indian public, as well as in the eyes of the world

at large.

Another of the simple programme Gandhi

devised was to first tell and convince the people

that going to British jails, in order to fight for

independence, is a good thing instead of bad. That

this should not be treated as a stigma.

So it was all so very convenient for the

congressmen fighters for independence. And it

was all so very convenient for the people who

flocked to Congress meetings or to Gandhi’s

prayer meetings.

Devising such unbelievably simple things for

the people to do was another master-stroke of

the Mahatma.

This is how the process of awakening the

backward and the down-trodden got on to a

steady start.

It is obvious that these few things were the

basics, but not the content, of the Gandhian

independence movement. For the content, two

different kinds of things were required to be

looked into.

The first was: what shall we do with our

independence and the polity once the Britishers

are gone? The second was: what we do with the

poor, illiterate, orthodox and down-trodden people

of a backward society? But before touching upon

these questions, let us take a look at Gandhi’s

concerns. Gandhi was acutely aware of the

Hindu-Muslim question. He knew that the British

ever since 1857 have been trying to tear the two

communities apart, because they wanted to divide

and rule. He wanted friendliness, cooperation and

solidarity among the communities. Even in his

prayer meetings he would use Ishwar and Allah

(God) together.

Gandhi for the first time persuaded the women

to come out of the confines of their

households and participate in the

independence struggle. Women did come out in

good numbers and participated. This had not

happened before.

Another pressing question was that of the

caste- system: particularly the question of

untouchability. He did go out of his way to mix

with the Harijans (untouchables). He even went

to stay in their huts and dine with them.

As we had seen at the outset, when Gandhi

came to India and took stock of Indian social

scene and found poverty, illiteracy, lack of

confidence and orthodoxy, he decided to stoop

to the level of the average Indian and started

talking in the poor man’s idiom. Gandhi was a

believer and his belief in God went well with

orthodox Indians. This on the one hand made

Indians flock to him. But it had other

consequences as well.

It was one thing to ask women to come out to

participate in the struggle for independence, but

quite another to bring about social change.

Orthodoxy could never prompt social change. So

it stopped at that.

The prayer meetings that attracted Hindus to
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Gandhi in large numbers, did not click with the

Muslims. It could not have. If an orthodox Muslim

leader had attracted orthodox Muslims to his

meetings, would orthodox Hindus be similarly

attracted to it? When Gandhi sided with the

existing Hindu social system, the upper caste

Hindus identified themselves with him. But the

Harijans were disappointed. They saw no way

out of the clutches of the oppressive social

system. No social change was called for and none

happened. Whatever Gandhi wrote and said and

did for the upliftment of Harijans was just ignored

by the upper caste people including Gandhians.

At that time, there was among the people a

sentiment against the British Rule. Gandhi

identified with their sentiment and the people

were with Gandhi. Many a thing other than this,

the people ignored.

We may now take a look at one of the two

questions we posed: the question of social

change. The above discussion shows how the

Gandhian movement failed to make a lasting

impact on the Indian Society. It could not have.

An orthodox approach could not have released

an orthodox society from its age-old orthodoxy

and superstitions. This was one of the major

inherent contradictions of the Gandhian movement

and thought.

Let us take a look at the second question raised

above: what shall we do with our independence

and polity once the Britishers are gone? The fact

is that no thought was given to it. No preparation

was made. This was another inherent

contradiction of the movement.

 It was a monumental lack of foresight and

forethought on the part of the Gandhian

leadership. India paid dearly for this and continues

to pay.

Another significant factor Gandhi introduced

in the movement was non-violence. Apart from

the impacts mentioned above, there was a moral

aspect to it. It was introduced to cleanse politics.

It showed the importance of the age old moral

dictum that the end does not justify the means. It

suggests Gandhi sincerely wanted politics to be

governed by moral considerations.

On 16 August 1946 the Muslim League’s

‘Direct Action Day’ in Calcutta resulted in

unprecedented communal riots. 4000 Hindus and

Muslims were slaughtered in four days. Gandhi

resorted to Satyagraha and fast unto death in

Calcutta and later on in Delhi. When violence

spread to Noakhali and Bihar, Gandhi moved fast

and effectively. He was able to restore peace

and trust.

These steps by Gandhi stunned everyone as

well as moved everyone—the British, the Hindus

and the Muslims.

But these last acts of the Mahatma’s

greatness could not reconcile the Hindus and the

Muslims, could not avoid partition, and could not

avoid the holocaust of the massacres of partition.

[ II ]

Within three years of M.N. Roy’s release

from jail the Second World War broke out. Once

the nature of the war became clear to him he

said it is not an imperialist war. Roy said it is a

war between Fascism on one side and

Democracies on the other. He said the defeat of

the Fascist powers in the war would bring the

defeat of Fascist elements in each country. He

also said that with the defeat of the Fascist

powers, imperialism would wither away. His

prophecy came true when with the end of the

war British, French and Dutch imperialisms got

liquidated.

Soon after the war started Roy had predicted

that India would become independent within ten

years. He also said that instead of wasting this

time period, it should be utilized to prepare

ourselves for independence.

By the end of 1942, it became clear that the

war would end in the defeat of Fascist powers.

Thereupon, Roy started thinking in terms of post-

war developments in India. He started thinking

about the economic and political structure of free

India.

He and his colleagues, in 1944, prepared a
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people’s plan for economic development. With

an investment of Rs.15,000 crores over a period

of ten years, it was to improve agriculture and

social services. He believed the question of food,

clothing and shelter of the poor people is to be

tackled first.

After a year Roy prepared an outline for

India’s political structure. It came in the shape

of A Draft Constitution of Free India.

He put forth the idea of a Constituent

Assembly as well as of economic planning.

Things as they happened in the Soviet Union

during the war upset Roy. He moved away from

Communism/Marxism towards Radical

Humanism. Roy was aware of the defects of

parliamentary democracy in Europe as well as

of the laissez faire dominated economy there.

He wanted the people of India to steer clear of

these.

In 1946 he released the manifesto of New

Humanism.

“Radical Humanism brought Roy nearer to

Gandhi and his school of thought. There were

now many similarities among the two. Both

accepted the individual as the central point of all

social thought and action. Both stood for

decentralization of political and economic power,

and both suggested partyless politics for purifying

politics. There were, of course, some

fundamental differences. Roy was a materialist

and rationalist; while Gandhi was a spiritualist

and relied more on his “inner voice”. That did

not, however, come in the way of working

together for some practical ends. Common work

of that type developed in later years between

the Radical Humanists and the Sarvodaya

followers of Gandhiji.” (V.B. Kamik)

[ III ]

Gandhi was pragmatic leader of the moment.

He saw the ground realities, saw what needed

to be done, realised what leadership was required.

He shaped himself just to do that. When he left,

India was changed fundamentally but gently.

Social system did not change, but women were

out. Untouchability was not removed but dalits

could publicly abuse Gandhi. Muslims in India

are safe and growing in numbers; Hindu minorities

in Pakistan are a different story though.

But that could not be the relevance of Gandhi

today.

Roy was not a man of the masses, nor could

he stoop to the level of average Indian. He was

not fighting just the British Rule. He was fighting

countless centuries of orthodoxy, ignorance,

superstition and inertia. He was aiming not just

at independence. He was aiming at freedom of

the lay Indian. He wanted every Indian to be

free politically, economically, socially, culturally

and spiritually.

He worked and wrote extensively to show

how it can be done.

Gandhi’s relevance lies in the fact that he

brought India to a stage from where it could

proceed further.

Roy’s relevance lies in showing how and on

what lines it could be done.

Our relevance lies in understanding this,

appreciating this and implementing this.

If Roy’s model of economic development is

properly implemented today, the 77% of Indians

who live below 20 rupees a day level, will be

able to breathe in comparative prosperity. This

need not be done either by removing Capitalist

industry, or by doing away with the state

enterprises. This can be done in addition to the

existing models. If NREGS can co-exist, so can

this.

Roy’s model of political democracy, can check

the alienation of the common man. It can apply a

break on Maoism, Naxalism and insurgency.

Gandhi’s real life has inspired so many world

leaders that he still comes alive whenever issues

of discrimination, injustice and exploitation come

to the fore. Giants like Gandhi and Roy do not

happen every day. If we, like them, rise above

petty considerations and play our part, coming

generations will be thankful to us.

Courtesy… World Focus
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The shame of a nation: The tragedy of Bilkis Bano! 
Cedric Prakash

India completed 75 years of independence

on 15 August 2022! That ‘special day’

however, was one of the blackest days in the

history of post-independent India. It was

indeed a terrible day for Bilkis Yakub Rasool

and for millions of other Indians, who cherish

all that is sacred: justice, liberty, equality and

fraternity! On that day, as Bilkis Bano (as she

is referred to) watched the news in her home

in Devgadh Baria, Gujarat, her entire world

came crashing down in moments. She could

not believe what she was hearing. It was worse

than the worst possible nightmare: the eleven

men who had been sentenced to life

imprisonment for gang-raping her and

murdering her family members during the 2002

Gujarat carnage, had been released from the

Godhra sub-jail. Apparently, the Gujarat

government had set up a panel which approved

the application of the murderers and rapists,

for remission of the sentence. 

That very day, the Prime Minister Narendra

Modi, waxed eloquent from the ramparts of

the Red Fort saying, ”I have one request for

every Indian. Can we change the mentality

towards our women in everyday life? Pride

of Nari Shakti will play a vital role in

fulfilling the dreams of India! Respect for

women is an important pillar for India’s

growth. We need to support our Nari

Shakti!” With what was unfolding in the life

of Bilkis Bano and her family -with his usual

empty rhetoric, the PM was only fooling

himself and his ‘bhakts’ who really no not have

the capacity and objectivity, leave alone the

intelligence, to think for themselves! 

The horrendous tragedy of twenty years

ago, would naturally have come alive once

again for Bilkis Bano, in a most unimaginable

manner. Following the burning of the S-6

compartment and tragic death of 59 persons

(mainly ‘kar sevaks’) on 27 February 2002,

all hell broke loose, the next day, in several

parts of Gujarat. Sensing trouble, a group of
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seventeen persons fled their native village of

Radhikpur in Dahod district. The group

comprised Bilkis, her three-year-old daughter

Saleha, her mother and fourteen others. They

took refuge in another village Chhaparvad

hoping they would be safe and secure there.

On 3 March, however, they were attacked by

about 20-30 people armed with sickles, swords,

and sticks. Among the attackers were the

eleven accused men, just set free. Bilkis, her

mother, and three other women were raped

and brutally assaulted. Of the seventeen

Muslims, eight were found dead (beheaded!),

six were missing. Only Bilkis, a man, and a

three-year-old child survived the attack. Bilkis

was unconscious for at least three hours; after

she regained consciousness, she borrowed

clothes from an Adivasi woman made her way

to the Limkheda police station to register a

complaint. The Head Constable there,

according to the CBI later, ”suppressed

material facts and wrote a distorted and

truncated version of Bilkis’ complaint”. 

Bilkis has relived the horror of that tragedy

which engulfed her life. several times over, as

she unwaveringly narrates the brutality, she

was subject too. In great pain she says, ”All

the 4 men of my family were killed brutally.

The women were stripped naked and raped

by many men. They caught me top. My 3-

year-old daughter, Saleha, was in my arms.

They snatched her and threw her into the

air with all their might. My heart broke as

her little head shattered on the rocks. Four

men caught me by the arms and legs and

many others entered me one by one. When

satisfying their lust, they kicked me and

beat my head with a rod. Assuming that I

was dead they threw me into the bushes.

Four or five hours later I regained my

consciousness. I searched for some rags to

cover my body but couldn’t find any. I spent

a day and a half on a hilltop without food

or water. I longed for death. Finally, I

managed to find a tribal colony. Declaring

myself as a Hindu I sought shelter

there. The men who attacked us used foul

language; I can’t repeat it ever. In front of

me they killed my mother, sister and 12

other relatives. While raping and killing us,

they were shouting sexual abuses. I could

not even tell them that I was five months

pregnant because their feet were on my

mouth and neck. I have known the men who

raped me for many years. We sold them

milk. They were our customers. If they had

any shame, they would not have done this

to me. How can I forgive them?” 

Any lesser mortal would have given up; not

so Bilkis Bano! Her husband Yakub Rasool

(who was away from home when the violence

broke out) was a fortunate survivor. He has

stood by his wife Bilkis, through thick and thin.

At first Bilkis could hardly open her mouth.

With the help of some concerned citizens, she

slowly regained her confidence and realised

that she is key in bringing the perpetrators of

this heinous crime, to book. She plucked up

courage and began the struggle for justice. 

She always knew who the murderers and the

rapists were, and she bravely identified them.

The journey was fraught with obstacles and

hostilities, threats and intimidation. The Gujarat

Government, with Narendra Modi at the helm,

obviously was supportive of the criminals who

raped her and killed her family members. The

FIR was manipulated; the medical reports and

post-mortem of the bodies omitted significant

details; evidence was destroyed as all the dead

were buried by the police themselves; the

bodies of the men were found decapacitated

from the head to avoid recognition; the body

of her three-year-old toddler disappeared. The

prosecution sided blatantly and unjustly with

the accused; the lower court which heard her

case upheld all the falsehood and the lies. The

case was closed! 

Bilkis Bano however, did not give up: she
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was relentless in the pursuit of justice. The

National Human Rights Commission

(NHRC)under the stewardship of Justice J.S.

Verma, received her petition in 2003 and

conducted its own independent inquiry and

supported her case. On behest of the NHRC,

India’s then, top-most lawyer then Harish

Salve represented Bilkis in her appeal to the

Supreme Court. In 2004, the case was

reopened and referred to the CBI. Twelve of

the twenty accused were arrested in 2004 and

the trial began in Ahmedabad. However, after

Bilkis expressed grave apprehensions that

witnesses could be harmed and the evidence

collected by the CBI tampered with, the

Supreme Court transferred the case to

Mumbai. Bilkis was the only direct witness.

She was constantly under threat.  For her own

safety, she had to move from one place to

another (she does so even today!). In 2008,

the Special Court sentenced eleven accused

(one died during the trial) to life imprisonment

on the charges of conspiring to rape a pregnant

woman, murder and unlawful assembly under

the Indian Penal Code. The police and the

doctors who were accused of being complicit

in fudging reports were exonerated; but in May

2017, on an appeal from the CBI, the Mumbai

High Court upheld the sentencing and also found

the doctors and police guilty. One of the judges,

Judge Salvi termed Bilkis’ ”courageous

deposition as the turning point in the

case.” In 2019, the Supreme Court awarded

compensation of Rs 50 lakh to Bilkis — the

first such order in a case related to the 2002

riots. It was also the highest ever compensation

paid to a rape-victim in the history of Indian

judiciary. The bench of the then Chief Justice

of India Ranjan Gogoi, and Justices Deepak

Gupta and Sanjiv Khanna stated, “It is very

apparent that what should not have

happened has happened and the state has

to give compensation.” 

But then Independence Day 2022 unfolded:

and it is back to square one for Bilkis, her kith

and kin, for the many victim survivors of the

Gujarat Carnage, for human rights defenders

and others who have given up so much for

these victim survivors (like Teesta Setalvad,

R. B. Sreekumar and Sanjiv Bhatt are today

languishing in jail) and for many millions of

others. On the other hand, the rapists and the

murderers, were felicitated by the ‘hindutva’

brigade with ladoos and garlands and treated

like ‘heroes’ when they were released.

Interestingly, the moment their remission order

was received, they were out of prison. They

all seem to have had enjoyed their ‘sentence’:

fatted, well-dressed and groomed as the photos

show! Most prisoners in India are certainly not

as privileged as these henchmen of hindutva.

Meanwhile, the lynchpins and many of the

accused of the Gujarat Carnage, continue

destroying the country with impunity, having

cloaked themselves with immunity. 

The nation and the world at large, are aghast

and even outraged at the fact that the eleven

criminals have had their sentence remitted. For

such a ghastly crime, this ‘remission’ is just not

given! Officialdom tries to justify this act: with

flimsy and unacceptable reasons. Top legal

luminaires are also of the opinion that Section

435 in the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC)

clearly stipulates that the State must necessarily

consult the Centre before any remission of

sentence is given. It would have been impossible

for Gujarat State to have taken such a unilateral

decision without the total approval and support

of the Central Government. So, Modi’s talk about

‘nari shakti’ is not only hollow but sheer humbug!

If he was serious about such a crucial matter, he

would have ordered the State Government to put

the eleven back behind bars immediately! Will

the CBI, the NHRC under Arun Mishra or for

that matter Harish Salve, take a stand for Bilkis

today? 

The BJP and their ilk have consistently been

advocating the death penalty for rapists!
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Ironically, there is not a whimper of protest

from any of them-particularly from their

women parliamentarians like Smriti Irani, who

go high-decibel screaming and screeching on

other matters – particularly on those issues,

which are of no consequence to the people of

India!  CK Raulji, was one of the two BJP

MLAs (Sumanben Chauhan from Kalol was

the other one)— who was part of the 11-

member jail advisory committee of the district

that unanimously recommended remission for

the eleven convicts. In an interview to a news

portal, he had the termity to state that the

criminals ”could have been framed

intentionally”.  What he added has shocked

the soul of the nation. ”I don’t know whether

they committed the crime or not. But their

conduct was good; the activity of the family

was very good. They are Brahmins. Their

sanskar (values) were very good!”

In a public statement on 17 August Bilkis

says, “Two days ago on August 15, 2022,

the trauma of the past 20 years washed over

me again. When I heard that the 11

convicted men who devastated my family

and my life, and took from me my 3-year-

old daughter, had walked free, I was bereft

of words. I am still numb. Today I can only

say this- how can justice for any woman

end like this? I trusted the highest courts in

our land. I trusted the system, and I was

learning slowly to live with my trauma. The

release of these convicts has taken from me

my peace and shaken my faith in justice.

My sorrow and my wavering faith is not for

myself alone but for every woman who is

struggling for justice in courts. No one

enquired about my safety and well-being,

before taking such a big and unjust

decision. I appeal to the Gujarat

Government, please undo this harm. Give

me back my right to live without fear and in

peace. Please ensure that my family and I

are kept safe”. 

People from all walks of life, have bonded

together to condemn the ignominy heaped on

Bilkis and on her family; most regard this

‘remission’ as an affront to the dignity of Indian

women. The voice of all is loud and clear: this

act is a blatant travesty of justice. Legal experts

are unequivocal about their stand on this

particular remission. Retired Justice U.D.

Salvi, who had sentenced the eleven men to

life imprisonment said that ”the one who

suffers knows it better.” Leading print media

have had editorials and op-eds taking a strong

stand against this remission. Interestingly, even

some of the ‘godified’ electronic media have

even named the RSS and the VHP in their

reportage. There have also been physical

public protests all over the country. In

Ahmedabad, a public protest on 19 August,

organised by some civil society groups of

women, was not granted permission by the

police. When a group of activists defied the

police and still protested, they were

immediately detained but then released! A

nation-wide protest has now been planned on

Saturday,27 August 2022! 

Powerful statements of condemnation have

come in from eminent citizens, intellectuals,

politicians, activists, platforms, movements and

others. The People’s Union for Civil Liberties

(PUCL) state, “As concerned citizens of the

country we demand that this injustice be

undone1. The remission of these 11 convicts

be immediately revoked 2. Protection

measures for Bilkis and her family be

immediately ensured 3. The Central and

State government be held accountable for

such arbitrary abuse of power 4. The

Government of Gujarat should place in the

public domain the entire process, the

proceedings of the committee leading to the

governor finally giving assent to the

remission of sentences. 

 Leading intellectual Pratap Bhanu Mehta in

an incisive op-ed ‘Is this how justice ends?’:
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For Republishing books written by M.N. Roy & other Humanist Literature

Indian Renaissance Institute has embarked upon republishing/reprinting the large amount of

books & other material written by M.N. Roy as most of them have gone out of print, though

requests for these books continue to pour in into our office. Connected humanist literature will also

be published.  Following books, at the first instance, require immediate publication:

‘New Humanism’; ‘Beyond Communism’; ‘Politics, Power and Parties’; ‘Historical Role of

Islam’; ‘India’s Message’; ‘Men I Met’; ‘New Orientation’; ‘Materialism’; ‘Science & Philosophy’;

‘Revolution and Counter-revolution in China’; ‘India in Transition; Reason, Romanticism and

Revolution’; ‘Russian Revolution’; Selected Works – Four Volumes (1917-1922), (1923-1927),

(1927-1932) and (1932-1936); ‘Memoirs’ (Covers period 1915-1923).

We  request readers and sympathizers to donate generously for the above project as this

literature will go long way in enriching the  humanist and renaissance movement in the country.

Cheques/Bank drafts may be sent in the name of ‘Indian Renaissance Institute’

to: Sheoraj Singh, 3821/7, Kanhaiya Nagar, Tri Nagar, Delhi- 110035. (M) 9891928222.

Email ID: srsingh3821@gmail.com.

Online donations may be sent to:‘Indian Renaissance Institute’ Account No. 02070100005296;

IFSC Code: UCBA0000207, UCO Bank, Supreme Court Branch, New Delhi (India)

Mahi Pal Singh Vinod jain

Secretary Chairman

 (M) 9312206414, Email: mahipalsinghrh@gmail.com

An Apeal For Donations

Bilkis Bano’s question should haunt the Indian

republic’ (Indian Express, 19 August

2022)writes, ”the Bilkis Bano case was so

horrific that even hearing about it produces

a deep cognitive and imaginative loss, and

an emotional disorientation. The crime was

so graphic, the facts corroborated so many

times. But we still recoil at the thought of

the kind of brutality that involved rape of

a pregnant woman, smashing a child to

death, massacring a whole family, all by

your neighbours. ”Mehta concludes his

must-read peace with, “so the answer to

Bilkis Bano’s question — “Is this how justice

ends?” — may be a disquieting one. Her

perseverance got her a measure of justice

and allowed us to cling on to the illusion

that justice was still possible. But as it turns

out, as the winds of communalisation and

impunity once again grow, those slivers of

justice will once again be blown away. This

is not how justice ends, since perhaps real

justice had never started”. 

Seventy-five years ago, our committed

freedom fighters with their many sacrifices,

gave India her freedom! Bilkis Bano, today,

with her relentless fight for justice and the

suffering which she is still going through, has

come to symbolise India’s latest struggle for

freedom. The choice then is, before the people

of India: to urgently reclaim the democratic

values, the pluralistic fabric of our nation and

to ensure that ‘real justice’ starts today or to

succumb to the whims and fancies of the

fascists allowing for rapists and murderers to

rule our nation! 

 (Fr. Cedric Prakash SJ is a human right,

justice, reconciliation & peace activist/writer.

Contact: cedricprakash@gmail.com 

Courtesy Countercurrents, 20/08/2022
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Mahua Moitra writes: Our Bilkis moment
Mahua Moitra writes: Just as the woman gang-raped in Delhi 2012 even in death

strengthened our moral fibre, Bilkis’s shocked silence will spur us to action.

Mahua Moitra

Indians today risk being reduced to collective participants in the crime against Bilkis,

in the murder of her child and in the decimation of the members of her family.

(Express Archive)

He visuals of Bilkis Bano’s rapists and the

murderers of her family being garlanded are

fresh for all to see. The Union government’s

silence is deafening. This nation is being drip fed

via the BJP’s insidious propaganda system that

the state of Gujarat had nothing to do with the

release of these 11 convicted men, now being

celebrated as heroes, as Bilkis’s husband painfully

puts it, and that it acted on the Supreme Court’s

direction. In fact, the court only noted the

applicable remission policy, which allows for

remission of the sentences of convicts who have

spent 14 years in jail. It did not compel the release

of the convicts. The decision to free the rapists

and killers — instead of letting them remain in

jail, as the policy allows — was entirely that of

the government.

For those of us who deal with the BJP’s

Goebbelsian doublespeak on a daily basis, this

should come as no surprise. And yet, this time

feels different. The stark facts of a young

pregnant woman being gang-raped in front of

her mother, then forced to watch the rape of her

mother and her two sisters. Then made to watch

her three-year-old’s head smashed. Make no

mistake — these facts were proven in court and

the “sanskari Brahmins” found guilty. This is no

case of innocent till proven guilty, no case of

undertrials being given the benefit of doubt. These

11 were proven guilty and sentenced to life in

prison for the most heinous crimes of gang-rape

and murder. No one, not even the most ardent

Sanghi, can dispute this inalienable fact.

How, then, in a country where average
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pendencies are upwards of 14 years, where

undertrials serve years in prison without being

charge-sheeted, where convicts with crimes far

less heinous than that of the 11 in the Bilkis

Bano case serve 30-40 years of life terms

without being considered for remission, did these

men walk free?

The answer, simply, lies in method.

It has taken a special blend of the right-

wing’s hatred for Muslims, its visceral disregard

for women as equals, its absolute belief that the

law is fundamentally an ass, and its desire to

reap electoral benefits from every situation, no

matter how unfortunate, that has reprised

Polonius’s dictum: Though this be evil, yet there

is method in it.

This method is what led to the BJP using the

order of the Supreme Court as a smokescreen

to aver that the court had somehow compelled

the remission.

The remission of a sentence is an exclusively

executive prerogative. The Supreme Court as

far back as in State of Madhya Pradesh v. Ratan

Singh (1976) 3 SCC 470, settled this debate by

clarifying that pardon, remission and

commutation are within the exclusive domain

of executive decision-making. It is not our

judiciary that has let us down, but rather the

executive machinery — the BJP government

of Gujarat — which has commuted the

punishment awarded to these rapists and

murderers.

The other manifestation of the method in evil

was the government’s malevolence in applying

its 1992 remission policy. Its updated 2014 policy

explicitly lists gang-rape and murder as offences

for which remission is impermissible, but this

does not mean a request for early release made

by rapists and murderers under the 1992 policy

has to be granted. Moreover, Section 435 of

the CrPC clearly states that in cases investigated

by agencies governed by the Delhi Special

Police Establishment Act, the states have to act

in consultation with the Union government.

Bilkis’s tormentors were convicted by a CBI

court — where, then, is the evidence that the

government of Gujarat consulted the Centre on

remission in this case? Established case law in

D Krishna Kumar vs State of Telangana had

the high court lay down that the appropriate

authority deciding a remission should consider

the opinion of the presiding judge of the court

before or by which the conviction was had or

confirmed. The government has said nothing

about this so far.

Half of the panel that decided on the

remission was directly linked to the BJP. Two

were BJP legislators. One was a BJP office-

bearer, and one a former office-bearer of the

local BJP. The others — the district collector,

superintendent of police and jail superintendent

— report directly to the state government. The

method is clear.

As with all heinous crimes, it is most often

the spectators who play a more defining role

than even the perpetrators. Indians today risk

being reduced to collective participants in the

crime against Bilkis, in the murder of her child

and in the decimation of the members of her

family. For each one of us who engages in the

whataboutery of placing the crimes of these 11

men in a make-believe moral spectrum of bad,

worse and worst must remember this: It doesn’t

get any worse than this.

To have gang-rapists, the killers of a 3-year-

old walk out of jail and be feted with a hero’s

welcome with the active connivance of an entire

establishment requires a very special kind of

evil. But for every BJP voice that lauds this

“sanskar”, there exists a Kali, waiting in the

wings, tongue out and foot raised, who will fight

back. Like the young woman gang-raped in

Delhi 2012, who even in death strengthened the

moral fibre of India, Bilkis even in shocked

silence will spur us to action.

The writer is a Trinamool Congress MP

Courtesy The Indian Express, August 23,

2022.
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Bilkis Has Struggled Long Enough. The Fight
for Justice Is Now India’s Burden to Discharge.

The Supreme Court chose to get involved in the Bilkis case in 2002

because it knew the Gujarat government was protecting the rapists and

murderers. Twenty years later, nothing has changed

Editorial, The Wire

Bilkis Bano

with her

husband

Yakoob and

their daughter

before a press

conference in

New Delhi on

May 8, 2017.

Photo:

Shome Basu 

On August 15, 2022, the Gujarat government

announced its decision to free the 11 men

sentenced to life imprisonment in the Bilkis Bano

gangrape and mass murder case of 2002. 

It transpired that the state government had

set up a panel comprising officials and ‘social

workers’ – all of whom happened to be members

of the Bharatiya Janata Party or had connections

with it – which duly approved the remission of

sentence. This, despite the fact that several of

the accused had, as recently as last year,

threatened witnesses while on temporary parole –

behaviour that is the very opposite of remorse,

repentance and rehabilitation. One of the panel

members, a BJP legislator no less, has said by

way of justification that some of the convicts

were, after all, Brahmins with

good sanskaars, or values, and that they may

not even have been guilty in the first place. 

It is fitting, therefore, to re-remember the

names of each of these men with

good sanskaars and re-inscribe exactly what

they did to Bilkis Bano – who was just 21 at the

time – and 14 members of her family. Let no one

waver from reading these facts, just as Bilkis

has not wavered. Instead, placing a stone the

size of a mountain on her chest, she has bravely

walked from court to court, so that, as the only

adult survivor of this massacre, she may

discharge the duty and burden of seeking justice. 

On March 3, 2002, eleven men – 1.

Jaswantbhai Nai, 2. Govindbhai Nai, 3. Shailesh

Bhatt, 4. Radhesham Shah, 5. Bipin Chandra

Joshi, 6. Kesarbhai Vohania, 7. Pradeep

Mordhiya, 8. Bakabhai Vohania, 9. Rajubhai Soni,

10. Mitesh Bhatt, and 11. Ramesh Chandana –
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armed themselves with swords, sickles and sticks,

got into two white vehicles and went out on a

pre-meditated human hunt. When they found their

target, the Sanskari 11 gang-raped the women

among them and murdered a total of 14 people

in cold blood. 

The 2008 judgment of the special sessions

court notes how they “committed rape in

succession on the pregnant prosecutrix [Bilkis]”.

They gang-raped Bilkis’s mother, Halima. They

gang-raped Bilkis’s first cousin, Shamim, who was

weak from having delivered a baby just two days

earlier in a village while the group was on the

run. 

They murdered a three-and-a-half-year-old

child, Bilkis’s firstborn, her daughter Saleha.

Shailesh Bhatt forcibly snatched her from Bilkis

and dashed her on the rocky ground. Saleha died

on the spot. 

They murdered Bilkis’s 45-year-old mother,

Halima with swords, sickles and sticks causing

multiple fractures and bleeding injuries leading

to her death on the spot. 

They murdered Bilkis’s two little brothers.

Irfan was just 11. Aslam the older one was nearly

13. He was assaulted with deadly weapons

causing multiple fatal head injuries leading to his

death on the spot. 

They murdered Bilkis’s baby sister, Munni.

She was just over 13 and died from her head

injuries. 

They struck Bilkis’s younger sister Mumtaz,

20, and killed her on the spot. 

They attacked Bilkis’s aunt (phupi), Amina

Patel, 35 years old, with deadly weapons causing

fracture of the skull and bleeding injuries and she

died on the spot. 

They assaulted Bilkis’s uncle (maama), Majid

Patel, 55, with deadly weapons and caused fatal

injuries leading to death. 

Another of Bilkis’s aunts (phupi), Sugraben,

40, was attacked with deadly weapons causing

head injuries that killed her on the spot. 

They assaulted Sugraben’s husband, Bilkis’s

uncle (phupa) Yusuf Patel, 50, causing fatal

bleeding injuries and he died on the spot. 

Sugraben’s three daughters, who were

Bilkis’s cousin sisters – Madina, Mumtaz Patel

and Shamim – were attacked. The men hit

Mumtaz, 20, with deadly weapons, and killed her

on the spot.  They attacked Madina, 18, also

killing her on the spot. Shamim, 20, was holding

People convicted for gang-rape and multiple murders in the Bilkis Bano case of the 2002 Gujarat

riots, being welcomed as they come out of the Godhra sub-jail after the Gujarat government

allowed their release under its remission policy, in Godhra, Monday, August 15, 2022. Photo: PTI 
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her two-day-old infant when they attacked her.

She died from fatal head injuries. 

They attacked Shamim’s infant with deadly

weapons and killed her on the spot. The baby

girl had not even been given a name yet. She

remains an ‘unnamed child’ in the special

sessions court judgment of 2008. 

All 11 men were convicted of 302 r/w Section

149 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) for

murdering 14 people, including a two-day-old

infant and a three-and-a-half-year-old girl. 

All 11 men were also convicted under

Sections 376 (2) (e) and (g) of IPC for gang

rape and for knowingly raping a pregnant

woman. 

All 11 men were further convicted under

Section 376 (g) of IPC of committing gang-rape

on Bilkis’ mother Halima and Bilkis’s cousin

Shamim, before killing them. 

These 11 men took from Bilkis virtually her

entire extended family. The women who were

the warp and weft of her life – mother, sisters,

cousin sisters, aunts – were all murdered in

front of her, raped before her eyes. They did

not spare children, babies and infants. Bilkis’s

young brothers and sister were killed. Her

firstborn was killed. 

There was a gruesome cover up too. The

victims were dragged to a jungle and buried in

pits with bags of salt. Seven bodies were never

recovered. In the mountain of evidence that

was collected, the Central Bureau of

Investigation recovered a photograph of

Saleha’s dead body, but the little child’s remains

could not be found. She never received a burial.

Bilkis and Yakub still mourn the missing grave,

where they can never go and pray for their

daughter’s soul. 

What these 11 men committed was no

ordinary crime. Their sentences of life

imprisonment by the special sessions court in

Mumbai in 2008 were upheld by the Bombay

high court as well as the Supreme Court of

India. 

The Supreme Court on April 23, 2019

awarded Bilkis exemplary compensation,

describing how the “brutal, diabolic, gruesome,

horrific acts of violence” committed on her had

left an “indelible imprint on her mind which will

continue to torment and cripple her”. They said,

“this case has to be dealt with differently as the

loss and suffering…surpass normal cases.” 

The Bilkis case was extraordinary for

another reason. In the dock were not just men

accused of gang rape and mass murder but the

Gujarat government and police force which had

helped to cover up the monstrous crime. The

trial was held in Maharashtra because the

Supreme Court decided the Gujarat government,

then headed by Narendra Modi, could not be

trusted to provide the necessary environment

for the delivery of justice. 

Since the case was investigated and

prosecuted by the CBI, remission was only

possible with the Union government’s

concurrence. Writs have been filed in the

Supreme Court by Rooprekha Verma, Revati

Laul, Subhashini Ali and Mahua Moitra

challenging the early release of the 11 convicts.

The Supreme Court chose to get involved in

the Bilkis case in 2002 because it knew the

Gujarat government was protecting the rapists

and murderers. Twenty years later, nothing has

changed. Modi’s silence on the issue will further

reinforce the belief among reputed global

institutions like the United Nations that India

is a country which openly discriminates against

its people on the lines of religion and gender. 

The people of this country cannot stand by

and treat this as Bilkis’s fight alone. The

struggle for justice is a burden India has to

discharge. The Supreme Court must stand by

Bilkis and the 14 members of her family who

were brutally killed and send the convicts back

to prison. Partisan politics and communal bias

cannot be allowed to drive the process of

remission. 

Courtesy The Wire, 30 August 2022.  
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Why justice for Gujarat 2002
riots seems elusive today 

Christophe Jaffrelot writes: Hope and justice for the victims were possible because

the Supreme Court played an active role. Things seem to have changed....

Christophe Jaffrelot

Christophe Jaffrelot writes: Bilkis, who was

five months pregnant when she was gang raped

by neighbours on March 3, 2002, after witnessing

the murder of 15 members of her family including

her three-year-old daughter, had tried to lodge a

complaint the following day for rape and murder.

(Illustration by CR Sasikumar)

The remission of the life sentences of the

11 convicts in the Bilkis Bano case comes as a

powerful reminder of a key dimension of the post-

2002 Gujarat violence scenario — the guilty men

and women went to jail only because of the then

Supreme Court.

Bilkis, who was five months pregnant when

she was gang raped by neighbours on March

3, 2002, after witnessing the murder of 15

members of her family including her three-year-

old daughter, had tried to lodge a complaint the

following day for rape and murder. While

recording her complaint, the police only mentioned

seven of the deaths, claiming that the bodies of

the other people could not be found, and refused

to record her complaint for rape. The case was

closed in January 2003 for lack of evidence.

Bilkis, with the support of several NGOs,

including Janvikas and the National Human Rights

Commission, petitioned the Supreme Court (SC),

which ordered the government of Gujarat to

reopen the case in September 2003. The police

then began a campaign of moral harassment,

even waking her in the middle of the night to

return to the location of the rape and murders to

re-enact the events. In December 2003, the SC

directed the CBI to reopen the case. It finally

arrested 12 people for rape and murder and six

police officers for obstruction of justice. Facing

threats, Bilkis sought the transfer of the case in

July, to which the SC agreed, and a public

prosecutor was appointed by the Centre in August

2004. Eventually, the case was tried in Mumbai

and in 2008, 13 of the 20 accused were convicted,

with 11 of them being given life sentences.

The SC did not stop there. The Best Bakery

Case, named for a bakery in Vadodara where 14

people were burnt alive on March 1, 2002, had

persuaded the apex court that, in this case too,

victims would not get justice in Gujarat. On April

12, 2004, invalidating the High Court decision, the

Court ordered a retrial outside Gujarat and took

the government, police and High Court of Gujarat

to task: “When the investigating agency helps the

accused, the witnesses are threatened to depose

falsely and the prosecutor acts in a manner as if

he was defending the accused, while the Court

was acting merely as an onlooker, there is no fair

trial at all and justice becomes the victim…”

A retrial was held in Mumbai starting in

October 2004. In February 2006, based on

incriminating evidence gathered by the CBI

(which was finally charged with the investigation),

nine of the 17 accused were given life sentences.

At the same time, the SC considered that

1,594 cases should be reopened. Over 600

accused were thus arrested. This action,

however, did not take the judicial process very

far due to the obstructionist practices of the

Gujarat government. Therefore, in March 2008,

the Supreme Court appointed a Special

Investigation Team whose terms of reference,

outlined by the court in May 2009, restored the

victims’ hopes, even though this new body was

called on to concentrate on only a half-dozen
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cases, which amounted to admitting that full

justice was impossible: Naroda Patiya, Naroda

Gam, Gulbarg Society, Sardarpura, Dipda

Darwaja, Sabarkantha, Ode and Godhra.

However, the SIT refused to make use of

recordings of the telephone conversations that

took place during the riots between police

officers, senior civil servants and Sangh Parivar

leaders. Secondly, it left the vast majority of the

accused out on bail and made no systematic

effort to protect the witnesses who, subjected

to alleged intimidation, turned hostile in large

numbers.

The SC called the SIT to order and attempted

to put the investigation back on track. A few trials

could finally take place. The first one concerned

the burning of the Sabarmati Express in Godhra:

31 accused were found guilty and 11 of them —

a record — were sentenced to death, while 20

others to life imprisonment. The second trial

concerned the Sardarpura case, in which a special

court sentenced 31 persons to life imprisonment

and acquitted 42 others in 2011. In the two Ode

cases, in 2012, 27 of the accused were found

guilty of murder and criminal conspiracy and

sentenced to life imprisonment. In the Naroda

Patiya case, in 2012, a special trial court acquitted

29 people and convicted 32 others of murder,

criminal conspiracy and rape. And 22 were

sentenced to a minimum of 14 years of

imprisonment, seven to a minimum of 21 years;

Maya Kodnani – a former member of the first

Modi government in Gujarat — to 28 years

(including 18 years under the charge of murder)

and Babu Bajrangi — a VHP leader — to life

imprisonment.

In the Gulbarg Society case, after receiving

the SIT report in May 2010, the SC submitted it

to an amicus curia, Raju Ramachandran, who

submitted a 10-page report, which led the Court

to direct the SIT to investigate further. In 2011, in

its judgment regarding the petition by Zakia Jafri,

the Court, while it decided to cease monitoring

the case, directed the trial court to decide whether

the 63 persons mentioned in the petition —

including Narendra Modi — had to be probed.

This judgment was celebrated by the BJP as a

clean chit, whereas, for some other people it

meant that “trial court is now to ‘begin’”. Indeed,

when a closure report was submitted to it, the

SC did not close the case and in September 2013

Zakia Jafri made a final submission.

(The writer is senior research fellow at

CERI-Sciences Po/CNRS, Paris, professor of

Indian Politics and Sociology at King’s India

Institute, London, and non-resident scholar at

the Carnegie Endowment for International

Peace)

Courtesy The Indian Express, August 25,

2022.
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 India: File corrupted
The self-styled ‘clean’ BJP government goes after the alleged corruption

of its political opponents in search of power, not propriety

Mitali Saran

Anti-corruption campaigns are catnip to

voters. Everyone wants to see the dubiously rich

and powerful taken down a peg—the richer and

more powerful than themselves, that is. But

nothing really changes except the cast. The self-

styled ‘clean’ BJP government goes after the

alleged corruption of its political opponents in

search of power, not propriety. If it cared for

financial transparency, then PM-CARES, the

electoral bonds scheme, and ‘buying’ state

governments with magical crores is a funny way

to show it.

No, nothing has changed. And when Modi

cheerleaders start to rail against corruption-

worse-than-the-Congress’ in BJP-ruled

Karnataka, you know that not even the faithful

can pretend any longer. That’s apart from the

small-scale corruption permanently embedded

into the everyday life and business of the nation.

Dirty money, crony capitalism, and low-grade

cheating—it’s not a pretty picture.

But there are other, worse forms of corruption.

Political Hindutva (the use of Hindu identity

for political purposes, as opposed to Hinduism

the religion) has been growing like a malignancy,

lesion by lesion, for decades, and it is rotting

India’s already imperfect democratic, secular,

pluralist flesh. The Republic is far from dead,

but parts of it are undead, zombified by a

deliberate corruption of our founding ideals.

We’ve been watching this for years now—

chauvinism steamrolling justice, law, and basic

human decency to valourise certain kinds of

people for oppressing and killing certain other

kinds of people. We’ve been watching public

representatives of this chauvinism back their

constituents and repeatedly survive any

blowback. We’ve seen a perversion of morality

settle into the public view, via public

representatives and State officials: the then Union

Minister for Culture visiting the family of Ravi

Sisodia — who lynched Mohammed Akhlaq in

Dadri — whose body lay draped in the national

flag. The then Union Minister of State for Civil

Aviation, Jayant Sinha, garlanding eight people

convicted of lynching a Muslim cattle trader. PM

Modi hosting a felicitation for social media trolls,

including one best known for celebrating the

murder of journalist Gauri Lankesh. The BJP

catapulting terror-accused Pragya Singh Thakur

to Parliament, while jailing journalist Siddique

Kappan for some inventedfuture crime. BJP

members marching in support of the men accused

of raping the 8-year-old child in Kathua. The BJP

leadership repeatedly roaring for ‘Hindu

sentiments’ and maintaining radio silence in the

face of anti-minority violence. We’ve seen how

a cancerous ideology can hollow out a democracy

and overwhelm all its institutional defences.

So, as journalist Jyoti Punwani has pointed

out, it isn’t surprising to watch the State of Gujarat

release the criminals who gang-raped Bilkis Bano

and murdered and mutilated her family and child

in the 2002 Gujarat riots, and to watch those who

never again have seen a day of freedom be

welcomed home like heroes and be called good

Brahmins with good values, and to hear the silence

of the country’s leadership.

But, of course, ‘unsurprising’ is not the same

as ‘oh well’. There is nothing new to say about

these grotesque perversions of ethics, but if

it doesn’t bring political Hindutva’s barbaric face

into sharp relief for you, nothing is likely to.

( To be Contd....on Page - 27)
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In Jarring Report, Amnesty Notes ‘Drastically

Intensified Repression’ in J&K Since 2019 
Amnesty says it recorded the details of at least 60 instances in which journalists

and human rights defenders have been subjected to interrogations, criminal

investigations, arbitrary arrest, detention, and surveillance since August 2019.

Shakir Mir

  File image of a member of the security forces canning protesters in Srinagar.     Photo: Reiters/file

Srinagar: Global human rights watchdog

Amnesty International has released a report

laying bare the scope and pattern of what it calls

a “drastically intensified repression” in Jammu

and Kashmir over the past three years since the

Union government read down Article 370 and

scrapped its statehood. 

The 31-page report, whose findings are jarring,

was published last week and makes a detailed

documentation of the acts of alleged executive

overreach and abuse of power in Kashmir where

the administration has found itself in the middle

of heightened international scrutiny following the

Modi government’s decision to end its special

status three years ago. 

The report mentions that from 2019, the

government has committed serious violations

“including restrictions of rights to freedom of

opinion and expression; to liberty and security of

person; to movement; to privacy; and to remedy

and access to justice.” 

The report adds to the extensive body of work

on the human rights situation in the former state

over which a number of international rights

groups, including the United Nations Human

Rights Council, have shed an unflattering light. 

The report is based on the correspondence

that Amnesty has maintained with the

representatives of civil society in J&K including

journalists, lawyers, human rights defenders and

a former judge, between the months of July and

August earlier this year. 

“Amnesty International could not access

places of detention or courts in Jammu &
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Kashmir due to the ongoing crackdown on

Amnesty International India. In that regard, in

some cases, reliance on second-hand testimony

or review of publicly available information was

necessary. This has been triangulated with

official data and other sources,” the report says. 

The report reproduces very damning details

of the alleged political repression in J&K.

Amnesty says it recorded the details of at least

60 instances in which journalists and human rights

defenders have been subjected to interrogations,

criminal investigations, arbitrary arrest, detention,

and surveillance since August 2019. 

The report finds that J&K accounted for the

highest number of extrajudicial killings known as

‘police encounters’ in the country between April

2020 and March 2022. “At the same time,

unlawful killings of civilians by the armed groups

have increased by 20% since the abrogation of

Article 370,” it says, referring to a spate of killings

perpetrated by militant groups including those of

members from the minority community, police

personnel and non-locals working in Kashmir. 

Acts like RTI ‘non-functional’ 

The report describes how the Union

government, while reading down Article 370, has

been very selective in retaining or eschewing

laws, as it attempts to choreograph an entirely

new and peculiar legal framework for the former

state that makes it easier to chip away at civil

freedoms in the name of national security. 

While controversial laws Armed Forces

Special Powers Act and Public Safety Act

continue to be in force, the report says,

progressive statutes like a local version of the

Right to Information Act, which was arguably

stronger, were edged out by a watered-down

versions that are operational at the national level. 

“Jammu & Kashmir was a forerunner in

enacting a Right to Information Act, passing its

own legislation even before the Indian

government passed the 2005 Act,” the report

says. 

“Until 2019, it was strengthened to include

the progressive provisions of the central Right to

Information Act. On the contrary, the central

Right to Information Act was consistently

weakened over the years, first by removing

political parties from the purview of the legislation

and then undermining the impartiality of the

information commissioners.” 

Quoting an unnamed human rights activist,

the report says, “Earlier, the state RTI system

was functional. You would get responses to 70-

80 requests if you filed 100 requests. Now you

get none.” 

State of judiciary 

While researching for the report, Amnesty

reportedly found that only 14 of the 585 habeas

corpus petitions filed this year (as of  August 4,

2022) have been disposed of by the court,

underscoring the sluggish pace at which the

judiciary offered remedy against the alleged

abuse of power using preventive detention laws. 

In the absence of any publicly available or

disaggregated data on the use of administrative

and pre-trial detention in J&K, the report

reviewed 1,346 cases available on the website

of the High Court of Jammu & Kashmir and

Ladakh and found that the number of habeas

corpus petitions has increased by 32% in the UT,

indicating an “increase in allegations of unlawful

detention.” 

While analysing the high court data, the report

finds that whereas a total of 761 habeas corpus

petitions were filed in 2019, 585 habeas corpus

petitions have already been filed in the first seven

months of 2022, of which 569 pertain to detention

under the Public Safety Act. 

Citing statements by lawyers working on PSA

cases, the report says that the high court takes

more than a year to dispose of the habeas corpus

petitions challenging detention orders under PSA

in comparison to the situation before August 2019

when such pleas would be disposed of within six

or seven months. 

“The courts are in a way satisfying the two-

year limit provided in the PSA for administrative
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detention. They delay in hearing the cases

without giving appropriate reasons. It is

unfortunate because courts were our only respite

against the arbitrary detention orders passed

under PSA,” the report quotes a lawyer saying. 

“The analysis of the case information on the

court’s website also shows an emerging trend of

using (Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act)

UAPA in addition to PSA. Of 569 PSA cases,

UAPA was invoked in 179 cases (31%),” the

report finds, adding that there has also been a

12% increase in the use of UAPA, a stringent

anti-terrorism legislation in Kashmir that

guarantees 180 days of pre-trial detention. 

The use of UAPA, however, was only limited

to the petitions filed with the Srinagar wing of

the high court. Even generally, a higher number

of habeas corpus petitions were filed with the

Srinagar wing (556) of the court than the Jammu

wing (29),” it says. 

Press freedom 

Citing testimonies from four unidentified

journalists, the report says that the Criminal

Investigation Department (CID) of the Jammu

& Kashmir Police, the State Investigation

Agency (SIA), the Indian Army’s Military

Intelligence Department and the Intelligence

Bureau have been making ‘verification’ phone

calls to scribes working in the valley. 

“Under Section 41A of India’s Criminal

Procedure Code (CrPC), the police can only

summon a person by serving a written notice and

only in relation to a specific case of an alleged

crime if such police officer believes that arrest

may not be required,” the report explains. 

“However, during the interrogation, if the

police officer gathers adequate information which

reveals the commission of a cognizable offence,

he can register a First Information Report giving

an account of the offence committed by the

person. But all the journalists with whom

Amnesty International spoke revealed that the

Jammu & Kashmir police either make phone

calls without any legal basis or largely summons

journalists orally, without any written

communication or reasons and in relation to their

reportage instead of a specific case.” 

The report says a total of 27 journalists have

been detained in Kashmir since august 2019. 

When asked about the role of the judiciary in

protecting their freedoms, one journalist tells

Amnesty, “What is court? It is law and we are

being punished by the law. The perpetrators are

not militias,” he says. 

“The law holders are using the law to punish

us. We can challenge the injustice, but these

violations are emanating from the law books. PSA

is law. UAPA is law. FIRs are law.” 

Courtesy The Wire, 5 September 2022.

The rapist-murderers were released on

our 76th Independence Day, by the BJP

government of the PM’s home state,

advised by a panel comprised heavily of BJP

representatives and supporters. Almost no

BJP leader has made any public comment

about their release, except to defend the

PM. If that’s not a pointed display, I don’t

know what is. To get into the legal weeds of

the remission policy, to start arguing about

whether releasing rapists is consistent with

Beti Bachao, Beti Padhao is to miss the big

picture, and the big picture is this: Hindutva

proudly holding up a new-birthed version of

the republic for inspection and allegiance,

like Rafiki holding up Simba in The Lion

King—except that it’s not a heart-melting

cub, but an abomination, destined to prevail

by force and fear and complicity and

absolute amorality.

(Disclaimer: The views expressed

above are the author’s own. They do not

necessarily reflect the views of DH.)

Courtesy The Deccan Herald, Sep 10,

2022.

India: File corrupted

Contd. from page -  (24)
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Revdi culture debate: Why we need freebies in India
S.Y. Quraishi writes: Given poverty and inequality in India,

it is important that we reaffirm the value and necessity of welfare

programmes and the urgent need to expand them

S.Y. Quraishi

Elections in India are usually a time of

enticing promises and elaborate offers when all

politicians are suddenly and touchingly

concerned by the everyday plight of the

common citizen. Free electricity and water,

cheaper food grain and fuel, bicycles, phones,

laptops and wads of cash usually appear on the

menu of offerings.

There are two questions here: First, is this

fanciful, excessive and often misleading vein of

promise-making indistinguishable from the state-

led provision of basic goods in a rights-based,

welfarist apparatus? Second, must there be

judicial or EC intervention to tackle the issue of

freebies?

The recent debate sparked by the Prime

Minister’s comments on what he termed

“revdi culture” has reignited the significance

of the above two questions. Let me first address

the second question.

Promises made by the political parties, often

driven by short-term electoral calculations, can

be divided into two types: Promises made before

the elections are announced and those made

after. These promises are made by both the

ruling and Opposition parties, with the ruling

party having a distinct advantage as they control

the treasury. They are also in a rush to make

such promises before the EC plays spoilsport

with its much-dreaded model code of conduct.

The second type of promise is the one made

through manifestos after the elections have been

announced. The government cannot announce

new schemes after the declaration of poll dates

because of the model code of conduct. The

promises made in the manifestos, however, do

not attract the model code. This is also why the

EC has no powers to question the manifestos

as they are perfectly legal, however infeasible

their promises may seem.

Even the SC, in its judgment dated July 5,

2013, accepted that the promises in manifestos

cannot be construed as “corrupt practice” under

the RP Act. However, it conceded that they do

“influence the people and shake the roots of

free and fair elections”. It directed the EC to

frame guidelines with regard to the content of

manifestos in consultation with all the recognised

political parties. In their meeting with the

Election Commission, angry political parties

argued that in a healthy democratic polity it is

their “right and duty” towards the voters to

make promises to them through their manifestos.

Agreeing with this in principle, the EC, however,

underlined its “undesirable impact”.

In my opinion, neither the EC nor the SC

can get involved in this perfectly legal and

legitimate democratic instrument. Even if the

promises are unrealistic or absurd, it is for the

rival parties and the media to expose them. And

the voters do remember which promises have

been fulfilled and which have not been. They

are now seen constantly rewarding good

performance and punishing non-delivery.

Moreover, as matters of economic policy lie

in the hands of elected representatives, neither

the EC nor the SC must intervene in the purely

political domain of the legislature. It is ultimately

for the voter to judge the economic and fiscal

implications of freebie policies.

We must now turn to the first question:

Welfarism vs freebies. The PM’s remark about

“revdi culture” is indeed surprising as it strikes

at the legitimacy of welfarism itself, particularly
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state-led welfarism, as a suitable model of

development in which his government has done

enormous work.

Oxfam’s 2022 annual report on inequality in

India has many troubling, stark revelations. The

number of poor doubled to 134 million as its

dollar billionaires’ wealth doubled. The richest

1 per cent have amassed 51.5 per cent of the

total wealth while the bottom 60 per cent of the

population a mere 5 per cent. All of these

indications clearly suggest a picture of a nation

that is more fractious and unequal.

Critics have pointed out that provisions to

poor beneficiaries are termed as “revdi” while

state-sponsored support to the rich is called

“incentive”. In September 2019, the government

slashed corporate tax rates for domestic

companies from 30 per cent to 22 per cent, and

for new manufacturing companies from 25 per

cent to 15 per cent. The government took just

36 hours to implement this decision. The Oxfam

report has stated that these corporate cuts

resulted in a loss of 1.5 lakh crore.

The report further highlighted that the

government managed to compensate for the

shortfall in direct taxes (income tax, corporate

tax and capital gains tax) by increasing indirect

taxes (goods and services tax, excise and

customs duty) during the pandemic. This directly

led to a rise in fuel prices impacting the prices

of essential commodities such as foodgrain,

which only impact the poor.

These policies are the main reason that

helped make the rich richer, while the national

minimum wage has remained at Rs 178 a day

since 2020. Reduced federal funding to local

administrations amidst growing privatisation in

the health and education sectors has further

boosted inequalities. Meanwhile, our nation is

home to a quarter of the world’s undernourished

people, according to the World Food

Programme.

Given this overall socio-economic context,

it is important that we reaffirm the value and

necessity of our welfare programmes, and the

urgent need to expand them. Providing its

citizens with food, education and employment

is the most fundamental responsibility of a

democratic state.

The so-called “freebie” promises like cheap

foodgrains and free items of utility have actually

done considerable good to further the dream of

democracy. Starvation deaths haven’t occurred

since Rs 1-2 kg rice was introduced. The

distribution of bicycles had improved enrollment

and retention of girls in schools in Bihar.

Employment guarantee schemes have brought

visible relief to the rural poor.

Finally, I firmly believe that our nation would

become a greater democracy if we redirect our

concerned attention from “revdi” and “freebies”

to rights and freedoms.

The writer is a former Chief Election

Commissioner of India and the author of An

Undocumented Wonder — The Making of

the Great Indian Elections

Courtesy The Indian Express, September

7, 2022.
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Prashant Bhushan is my friend, but I am
disappointed that SC didn’t try him for contempt

Yogendra Yadav

Let’s examine some of the most damning

questions posed by the affidavits. Was this not

ahistoric chance for the Supreme Court to

handle uncomfortable questions?

A closure or a burial? I asked myself as I

heard about the Supreme Court deciding to drop

the 13-year-old contempt case against Prashant

Bhushan. No doubt, the order came as a

welcome relief. It was a clear and happy

signal—in stark contrast to the summer of

2020—that the honourable judges do not wish

to be seen to be going after the whistleblowers.

This augurs well, not just for the new Chief

Justice but also the reputation of the Supreme

Court.

At the same time, I was sad that the court

missed a historic opportunity to deliberate on a

matter that has been brushed under the carpet

for well over a decade. The closing of this case

means that some of the most explosive affidavits

filed in the apex court would now remain

unexamined, virtually sealed. It is shocking that

these affidavits pertained to the alleged

“corruption” of the top judges of the apex court.

There is no other forum where these serious

charges could be examined and adjudicated.

Even that single forum has been closed now.

When the Supreme Court revived this case

in 2020, I welcomed the move in these columns.

For, the apex court’s reluctance to take up this

matter had given a mistaken impression that

these affidavits were too ‘hot’ for the court to

handle. I had hoped that the Court’s

controversial move to suddenly revive this case

would get it to confront and adjudicate some

inconvenient questions. I had made a plea for a

“full and fair” trial that should be carried out in

an open court, ideally a bench of five senior-

most judges, allowing for adequate time for

presentation and examination of evidence. The

Supreme Court’s decision to drop the charges

without getting into the facts of the case has

closed this possibility.

A long, strange life

To refresh everyone’s memory: We are not

talking here about the famous case involving

Prashant Bhushan’s tweets regarding then-CJI

S.A. Bobde’s motorbike. That case ended on

the last day of Justice Arun Mishra’s tenure with

a fine of Rs 1. During the same period, the Court

had suddenly decided to reopen another old case

of contempt of court against Bhushan. This

involved his interview with Tehelka magazine

in 2009 where he said, “In my view, out of the

last 16 to 17 Chief Justices, half have been

corrupt.” This is what led to a contempt of court

case against Prashant Bhushan and Tarun

Tejpal, then-editor of Tehelka.

The case had a strange life. It was filed in

2009 by Harish Salve acting as amicus curiae.

But it was put in cold storage once Prashant

Bhushan filed three affidavits with detailed

material to substantiate his statement. It was

listed and shelved again in 2012. And then it

was listed again in 2020 along with the other

contempt case and assigned to the same bench

of Justice Arun Mishra. When it came up for

hearing, Tarun Tejpal tendered an unconditional

apology. But Bhushan only offered this

explanation: “In my interview to Tehelka in 2009,

I have used the word corruption in a wide sense

meaning lack of propriety. I did not mean only

financial corruption or deriving any pecuniary

advantage. If what I have said caused hurt to

any of them or to their families in any way, I

regret the same.” The bench rejected Prashant

Bhushan’s explanation and posted it for further

hearing so as to determine “whether the
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statement made as to Corruption, would, per

se, amount to Contempt of Court.” In simple

English, in a country where the Constitution and

a law provide for inquiry into possible

misconduct of a judge of the Supreme Court,

the Court wanted to find out whether the very

mention of “corruption”, even if true, would

constitute contempt of the court!

Thankfully, when the case was taken up after

a gap of two years by another bench comprising

Justices Indira Banerjee, Surya Kant, and M.M.

Sundresh, the court did not follow up on this

extraordinary suggestion. According to Live

Law, “Senior Advocate Kamini Jaiswal

appearing for Bhushan submitted that he has

given an explanation for his statement. Senior

Advocate Kapil Sibal, appearing for Tarun

Tejpal, the editor of Tehelka Magazine,

submitted that he has apologized. “In view of

the explanation/apologies made by the

contemnors, we don’t deem it necessary to

continue matter”, the bench recorded in the

order.”

What the affidavits said

Here is a sample of the rather damning

questions posed by the affidavits — with reams

of documentary evidence to support these

claims — concerning eight of the previous 18

Chief Justices of India in the year 2009. Since

we are interested not in the individuals (many

of who are no more) but in the institution, I

present the main points without the names of

the Justices concerned.

CJI 1: Was his accepting post-retirement

political office from a party not linked

to his whitewashing the role of the

ruling party’s leaders in a crucial

inquiry commission report that he

headed?

CJI 2: Did he not use his short tenure as

CJI to transfer to himself and pass a

series of extraordinary orders all

favouring a certain export house and

its sister concern? If not, why was

the Court forced to review and

reverse these orders in open court

once he ceased to be the CJI?

CJI 3: Did he not, while being the CJI,

purchase a plot and build a palatial

house in an area where all

construction was banned by orders

of the Supreme Court? Were these

orders not diluted during his tenure?

Did he not become the lifetime

chairman of a trust, which he had

instituted, and awarded money to,

when he was the CJI?

CJI 4: Did his two daughters not receive a

house plot each from the

discretionary quota of a chief

minister on the same day that he

dismissed a serious case against that

very CM? Did he not, as a judge of

the Supreme Court, attempt to hear

cases that involved clear conflict of

interest?

CJI 5: Did he not, as the chief justice of a

high court, pass orders favouring a

litigant after receiving a plot of land

from that very person? Did he not,

as chief justice of the high court, file

a false affidavit to secure an

underpriced plot of land from the

government?

CJI 6: Did his orders for sealing commercial

property in a metro not benefit his

sons who, working from the CJI’s

official residence, entered into

profitable deals with shopping malls

and commercial complexes? Were

his sons not allotted huge commercial

plots by a state government?

CJI 7: How come his daughters, son-in-law,

brother, and one of his aids acquire

vast real estate property, enumerated

in an expose, disproportionate to their

known sources of income after he

became Judge and CJI?
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CJI 8: Did he not pass orders granting a

lucrative lease to a certain company

despite the damning report against

the project by the Environment

Expert Committee appointed by the

court itself? Why did he not reveal,

at the beginning of the hearing, that

he himself owned shares in this

company?

I am not suggesting that these allegations

were the final truth of the matter. Let us

assume that these allegations were untrue,

perhaps even motivated. Even then, when such

grave allegations are made in the public domain

and reiterated in a sworn affidavit to the highest

court, backed by dozens of appendices with

legal records, should we not expect the court

to set up an impartial inquiry to set any

misgiving at rest? Let us also assume that even

if these allegations of misconduct were true,

the judicial conduct of the concerned judges

was not influenced by any of these externalities.

Even then, would it not help to look into these

cases to come up with guidelines on conflict

of interest and financial disclosures? And just

in case there was any element of truth in these

allegations, would a full and fair hearing not

have helped the process of judicial

accountability and reform? Finally, Prashant

Bhushan had raised a bigger constitutional

question, filed in a separate affidavit in 2020,

not connected to any one of these judges: If a

true statement scandalizes the judiciary, is it a

contempt of court? Does a bonafide opinion,

proven true or not, amount to contempt of

court?

In suddenly dropping the case that the court

kept alive for well over a decade, the Supreme

Court has buried these difficult questions. I am

a friend of Prashant Bhushan, but I am

disappointed that the court did not try him for

contempt of court.

Dear Shri Singh,

           All kudos for your very telling cover page of the September issue

of The Radical Humanist. Evidently, Modi govt has perfected the art of

fooling people through relentless propaganda of 'Godi Media'. It exposes

the hollowness of the 'Sabka Sath, Sabka Vikas'. Surely.our Ram bhakt PM

would have read doha No. 315 of Ayodhya Kand in Tulsidas Ramayan

wherein Shriram  in his parting advice to Bharat at Chitrakoot said that

Mukhia (Head of the State) should be like mouth which nourishes wisely all

organs of the body (all sections of the society), and not only like Adaani.

The release of Blkis Bano case convicts is the Gujarat model of respect for

women espoused by our PM which shows the chasm between his words and

actions of government of his party. Let us hope and pray that other BJP

ruled states do not follow it. Both these incidents confirm the saying that

people get the government they deserve. Bravo for your courageous

exposure of its glaring misdeeds.

S.N. Shukla, I.A.S. (retd.), Advocate, General Secretary, Lok Prahari

Reader’s Comments
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The Importance of the fourth Pillar of Democracy
in India in Modern Times – A Viewer’s Perspective

We are living in an age and time where

information is of paramount importance in our

societal and personal lives and print, audio and

visual media plays an powerful and important

role to that effect. Media has the capacity to

act as a catalyst for social change in our society

and personal lives. It has the power to make

us question, seek, deliberate and introspect and

It has the power to enrich and motivate us in

our lives and change the social fabric of our

society for the better. In this age of media

globalization, we are more reliant on media than

we were before. Gone are the days when we

were sheltered by the incidents unfolding in

other parts of our country in particular and the

world in general and thus we weren’t as

reactive to the events as we are now. But now

the audience to the media, be it visual, audio

or print is very reactive, sometimes rationally

and sometimes irrationally.

But is the media acting with responsibility

in its role as a catalyst for social change in our

society and personal lives in modern times?

And is the media acting with responsibility

in its reportage and putting right questions

before the society to deliberate upon and

educating and motivating its audience to act

as prudent citizenry?

With the viewership of the print media in

India on the decline in modern times due to

the emergence of umpteen number of television

channels and the web channels, we shall take

up the role of the visual television media in

India here first.

With the advent of media globalization

emerged the numerous 24/7 television news

channels and web channels in India as a result

of which we are bombarded with news and

unfolding events on a minute to minute basis.

While some television news channels in

India are responsible

in its reportage,

majority of the

television news

channels are more on

vitriolic and less on

worthwhile content.

Due to the

commercialization of

almost all the facets

of our society,

majority of these

news channels haven’t escaped

commercialization too. And as such we see a

frenetic race amongst these television news

channels to garner viewership or TRP’s (as

they say in technical terms} via an approach

which we can best be described as jingoistic

nationalism. With greater viewership, comes

greater advertisement revenues and with

increased advertisement revenues comes

expansion of these television news channels

into media behemoths and hence more power

and glory. The game of one-upmanship of one

Television channel over another is all too

evident for one to see. Newscasters of old,

who were responsible newscasters have been

replaced by rude, loud-voiced, video journalists

(as they like to term them nowadays) who

believe, wrongly if I may add, that screaming

and shouting away your opinion to the audience

and the participants lends credence to their

opinion. And these video journalists have their

personal army of followers too, and very faithful

at that too.

Proper and interesting debates on television

news channels have given way to debates

which are vitriolic, loud, lacking in content and

baffling to our sense and sensibilities.

These debates which are supposed to make

Immrinder Singh
Ahluwalia
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the audience question, deliberate and seek

answers have turned into mud-slinging

matches between the video journalists and

participants, and where the participants are

either insulted or their opinions ridiculed, or

both. These television channels have thrown

the kitchen sink at prudence nowadays and

do not realize that their indiscreet and

unregulated reportage has a potential to

manifest itself violently in our society which

has indeed happened many a time in today’s

times.

These television channels cry hoarse about

their right to freedom of expression but find

it incumbent upon themselves to muzzle the

right of freedom of opinion of the participants

on its programmes‘

An opinion expressed on these television

news channels contrary to the desired opinion

is often termed as dissent.

The volume button on the TV remote has

become the most used button due to these loud

slanging matches on television news channel

which pass of as debates nowadays.

And not to forget the religious color which

has emerged in these debates on these

television channels which has a tendency to

be disastrous to the democratic fabric of our

great country. The political leaning of some of

these news channels one way or other is

clearly visible for one to see. We are left to

wonder if these televisions channels have

become tools of the ruling dispensation, both

national and state, of whichever political party.

And whether these television channels have

become carriers to further the political interests

of the various political parties in India?

It ought not to be, because if it has, then

the whole notion of the media being the Fourth

pillar of democracy in India collapses. And with

it the voice of the people collapses. Because

media is the voice of the common people. So

what is the way forward. We the viewers are

owerless in this.

In my opinion, These television channels

have to introspect and reinvent themselves and

self regulate its content. The viewers deserve

responsible content. Garnering viewership

(TRP’s) is fine, Getting increased

advertisement revenues is good, expanding

their television channels is fine but being

responsible in its reportage is of paramount

importance. The powers that be in these

television channels should understand that

before they are editors, newscasters, video

jounalists etc. THEY OUGHT TO BE

RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS OF OUR

GREAT NATION. They owe it to their

viewers. We hear them, we see them, we

follow them, we idolize them.and we deserve

compelling responsible content from them.

Governmental censorship and regulations

won’t work. These television channels will cry

hoarse that their right to freedom of expression

is muzzled.

So self regulation is the way forward.

Regarding the print media in India, it is

somewhat adhering to its responsible reportage

although the relevance and importance of

some of its news that it puts out is baffling.

Regarding the social media, in this day and

age of our society becoming religiously

polarised, patience and tolerance for each

other’s religion is at a premium. Anything and

everything is given a religious color. Voicing

of one’s opinion on social media is inviting

abuses, threats and what not. The space for

sane, wise debates is absent. The lines between

propriety and impropriety have blurred.

Sometimes we wonder why the comment

button is there below the posts on social media.

It should have been a space to debate,

deliberate, question and put one’s point of view

across. However it has just become a tool to

hurl abuses, make threats, show intolerance,

vent fury, muzzle opinion and above all give

the opinion a religious color.

( To be Contd....on Page - 37)
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‘Who Killed Justice Loya’ Delves into
the Many Unanswered Questions

Book Review :

Investigative reporter Niranjan Takle’s page-turning read sheds light on the mystery

and secrecy which formed part of the events that led up to Justice Loya’s death.

Mani Shankar Aiyar

Was Judge Loya, in fact, killed on the

intervening night of November 30 and

December 1, 2014? Or was he just the victim

of a heart attack (“coronary artery

insufficiency”, as recorded in the post-mortem

report)?

The book was lying unread on my

bookshelves for the past several weeks. I then

idly took up the book – and could not drop it till

I had been through all its 315 pages.

It is the astonishing story of an investigative

reporter with the Mumbai bureau of The Week

magazine being dragooned by a friend into

meeting in the lobby of a Pune hotel with the

niece of the dead man some 18 months after

Judge Loya had expired. This sets Niranjan

Takle on a quest after the story that leads to

two car chases and three major encounters with

goondas who have been put on his track and

from which the reporter escapes only because

Justice Loya Photo: Caravan

of his boxing prowess.

His phone is tapped and he spots it by the

excessive drainage of the charging. The twists

and turns are made more intriguing by

unexpected coincidences that move the

investigation along. A thriller in the best traditions

of 007. The book climaxes with the Supreme

Court refusing to go beyond the finding in the

lower courts that Judge Loya died a natural

death.

But before the Supreme Court reaches that

conclusion, enough questions are raised to keep

the reader hooked. These questions are

summarised in Chapter 14 and divided into five

sections located at the five main venues of the

mystery:

1. Ravi Bhawan, the state government’s

VIP Guest House in Nagpur where Judge Loya

allegedly took ill after attending a wedding

reception.
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2. Dande hospital nearby, where his ECG

was taken (or perhaps not taken) when he was

brought there in the wee hours by rickshaw.

3. Meditrina Hospital, where the patient’s

“death on arrival” was recorded.

4. General Medical College (GMC)

Hospital, where the post-mortem and related

reports were prepared.

5. Ghategaon, the ancestral village of

Judge Loya, where the body was transferred

from Nagpur via Latur instead of Mumbai,

where his wife lived. At Ghategaon, the body

was hastily cremated before his wife and

daughter could get to the spot from Mumbai.

This effectively foreclosed the possibility of a

second post-mortem.

In the Ravi Bhawan register, Judge Loya’s

name is missing, and the relevant pages appear

to have been tampered with. Why? Was a room

allotted to Judge Loya? If not, would so senior

a judge as Loya agree to share a room with

others? When he was taken ill, why was no

attempt made to send for an ambulance or an

official Ravi Bhawan vehicle? How in the dead

of night was a rickshaw found to transfer the

judge to a hospital? Why were none of the Ravi

Bhawan staff aware that a VIP had suffered

heartburn at 4 am and carried to hospital?

Why chose the small private Dande

orthopaedic hospital when there were several

other excellent, better-known hospitals in the

vicinity? Was it because the owner was an RSS

man? Was an ECG test done – or not? One

witness says they tried to do the ECG but “the

nodes of the machine” were “broken”. In that

case, was the ECG report subsequently

published with all its incongruities by Indian

Express a fabricated document? In any case,

the doctors at the next hospital said no ECG

report had been sent with the patient despite

being a dying man.

The patient’s condition at Meditrina hospital

was not recorded as “dead on arrival” but as

“death on arrival”. ECG was taken and showed

“agonal rhythm”, not a flat line. A death

summary was prepared and as the cause of

death was indicated as “undetermined”, the

police were alerted, and a post-mortem was

recommended.

The post-mortem was conducted at the

Nagpur General Medical College Hospital.

Permission to undertake the autopsy was

obtained from the dead judge’s “paternal cousin”

– but he had no “paternal cousin”. The

procedure included “neurosurgery”, not required

for death by a heart attack.

So, was there any serious injury requiring

stitching up? Not if there was just a heart attack.

But in the case of Judge Loya, family witnesses

and the doctor who prepared the post-mortem

report say, according to the author,  that the shirt

was soaked in blood, there was blood on the

neck, his spectacles were stuck below the neck,

he had head trauma and a twisted jaw. Does

this indicate injury to the cranium as the root

cause of death?

The Forensic Recommendation Report is

clear that it does not, but Dr. R.K. Sharma of

AIIMS is quoted as saying that as no calcification

was observed in Loya’s blood vessels, “there is

no heart attack”. Dr. Sharma further observes

that the outermost layer surrounding the brain

is “congested”. This indicates “some kind of an

assault on the brain. A physical assault.”

Also, as every single organ is

“congested…there is a possibility of poisoning”

that requires investigation. All this was published

by Caravan magazine, but Dr. Sharma then said

he was misquoted.

There was then a four-hour delay in

transferring the viscera to the pathology lab. The

histopathology report reconfirmed that there had

not been a heart attack because “sections from

multiple myocardial tissue pieces show normal

histology”. At the same time, sections from the

cerebrum “show oedema and congestion”. This

build-up of fluid in the brain is a “natural response

to injury”. Moreover, “sections from the kidney
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show features of Acute Tubular Neurosis”,

which indicates poisoning or some other harmful

substance, which caused “a lack of blood flow

and oxygen to the kidney tissues”.

So, was Judge Loya assaulted on the head

and then poisoned to death? Or, despite his being

a non-smoker, non-drinker and regular in

physical exercise with a passion for table tennis,

killed by a heart attack at the young age of 48?

And why instead of being sent to Mumbai

where the family lived, was the body despatched

in an unaccompanied ambulance to Latur, and

thence to Loya’s ancestral village of

Ghategaon? There, without waiting for the

arrival of the judge’s family from Mumbai, the

body was cremated. An RSS worker, not the

hospital staff or police, delivered the

bloodstained clothes to the family and Loya’s

mobile telephone – but with messages deleted.

There are other stories of the terrified

extended family of the dead judge, the author’s

own family’s worries and warnings given openly

and clandestinely to the author to cease and

desist, as also his difficulties in getting his story

published by the magazine he worked for. He

eventually found a slot to publish it in Caravan,

but not a job with the magazine as he had hoped.

For his pains, he has been unemployed for the

last four years and more.

The tale has all the elements of a page-

turning fictional thriller, but it is sobering to

realise that we are dealing here with facts of a

very recent past.

Read on….

But before you do, please note that Judge

Loya was adjudicating the case against Amit

Shah, then national president of the Bharatiya

Janata Party (BJP), in the Shorabuddin-

Kausarbi-Prajapati case, in which there were

scores of witnesses and thousands of documents

still to be examined. But following Judge Loya’s

death, the judge who replaced him wound up

the hearings in three days, reserved judgment,

then pronounced a judgment at the end of the

month exonerating the BJP president of all

charges.

Now draw your own conclusions, bearing in

mind that the Supreme Court has already

declared itself satisfied that no foul play was

involved.

Mani Shankar Aiyar is a former minister

for petroleum and natural gas, a former

member of the Lok Sabha, and a member of

the Congress party. 

In a lighter vein, wouldn’t it be better to do away with this comment button so that one just

expresses in a post what one has to say and be done with it and with no danger of being

pilloried in comments section.

 As a silver lining in today’s times, the small web news channels which have cropped all

over the social media sites are doing a good job with the kind of news reportage that they put

out san the histrionics. But one wonders for how long. When these small acorns become

mighty oaks one day and start garnering bigger viewership and hence greater advertising

revenues and transform to media behemoths, will they tread the same path as they are doing

now. Remains to be seen.

Our hope remains in democracy and our hope in the Fourth Pillar of democracy remains.

We hope they realize where they have gone wrong. Till then welcome to the ear drum shattering

reportage and debates on television news channels.

E.Mail-wwdis@rediffmail.com

The Importance of the fourth Pillar...
Contd. from page -  (34)
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India at 75- a lost India

Pranay Kumar
Shome

India, my beloved country is celebrating a

significant milestone- the 75th year of her

independence, a moment unlike any other in the

history of a diverse and heterogeneous young and

modern nation state like India. India during the

75th year of its birth as a modern free nation

state was supposed to reflect the aspirations,

desires and the vibrancy of its people’s thoughts

and ideas. However as one looks around, one

sees a country divided, polarized along communal,

sectarian and nationalistic lines.

India of today is grappling with a host of

issues, related to security but not just internal and

external security, feeding a humungous population

as well as fulfilling the aspirations and desires of

its youthful populace.

However with a very heavy heart, any

concerned neutral citizen who doesn’t wade into

ideological and nationalistic battles will

undoubtedly say that this is not the India of their

dreams. The founding fathers of our country had

visualised an image of a country which is tolerant,

powerful, autarkic, warm hearted and most

important of all receptive to diverse thoughts and

celebrates dissent.

India undoubtedly has grown powerful, we

are the sixth largest economy in the world,

possess the fourth largest armed forces in the

world and a responsible nuclear power, our

purchasing power parity (PPP) is the third highest

in the world. We are an IT superpower aspiring

to be a major power and later a superpower. Our

ambitions are sky high with Indians making it big

in almost every sector and every country they

go to.

Notwithstanding all these achievements the

India of today is an alien concept. This is an India

where the present dispensation will question what

clothes one wears, what food one will eat, how

and what religion will

one follow. This is an

India where the

deification of political

personalities in the

shape of the present

prime minister

happens, where even

the slightest criticism

of the Prime Minister

can result in a barrage

of trolling on social

media, FIR and even jail in the worst of

circumstances.

This is an India where minorities particularly

people belonging to the Islamic faith are routinely

hounded. They are hounded, questioned because

of the faith they belong to. Muslim women will

be questioned on whether or not they should

wear their religious attire like the hijab, whom

they should marry etc. Even the safety of a riot

victim who had to face the most harrowing of

atrocities during the 2002 Gujarat riots is left

high and dry when the government of Gujarat

allowed the remission of the convicts responsible

for the brutal and inhuman crime. The idea of

today incarcerates journalists for doing their job

on the grounds that they are a threat to national

security.

The idea of today makes use of bulldozers

to demolish the homes of anyone who questions

the regime in power.

The India of today deifies communal figures

like Veer Savarkar and MS Golwalkar who were

the pioneers of the two nation theory on the

Hindutva side. India at 75 eulogises an ideology

which has been full of praise for Nazism and

openly displayed their contempt for the

constitution.

The idea of India today is not what was envisaged by

the founding fathers, it is an alien idea of India

( To be Contd....on Page - 41)
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Another ‘Geetanjali’ Makes History
Dr. Ashok K. Choudhury

“This is not just about me, the individual. I

represent a language and culture and this

recognition brings into larger purview the entire

world of Hindi literature in particular and Indian

literature as a whole”, Geetanjali Shree said

on winning the International Booker Prize on

26 May 2022 for Ret Samadhi  (2018),

published by Rajkamal, Delhi, translated into

English as Tomb of Sand (2021) by Daisy

Rockwell, a painter, writer and translator living

in Vermont, US, who has translated a number

of classic works of Hindi and Urdu  including

Upendranath Sharma ‘Ashk’s Girti Divare

(1947) as Falling Walls (2015), Bhisham

Sahni’s Tamas (1973) translated in 2008,

Khadija Mastur’s Aangan (1962) as The

Women’s Courtyard (2018), and Krishna

Sobti’s Gujrat Pakistan Se Gujarat

Hindustan (2017) as A Gujarat Here, A

Gujarat There (2019), which was awarded

the Modern Language Association’s Aldo and

Jeanne Scaglione Translation Prize in 2020.

Awarded every year for a book that is

translated into English and published in the UK

or Ireland, the International Booker Prize is

different from the Man Booker Prize, which

is given for English novels and has been won

by Indians: V S Naipaul for In a Free State in

1971, Salman Rushdie for Midnight’s

Children in 1981, Arundhati Roy for God of

Small Things in 1997, Kiran Desai for The

Inheritance of Loss in 2006 and Aravind Adiga

for The White Tiger in 2008.Tomb of Sand,

before being translated into English in UK by

Tilted Axis Press, made its way into French

as Au-delà De La Frontière in 2000 by Annie

Montaut who in her audio message said, “The

pace of the story of Ret Samadhi is another

mystery, sometimes stopping for fifty pages,

sometimes suddenly going very fast.

Sometimes peace is like a river, sometimes it

gasps, sometimes with very long lines and

sometimes very short ones. Just as it is said

that everything is found in the Mahabharata,

in the same way it can be said that the whole

of India lies in Ret Samadhi”.

The Jury considered 135 books, but Shree’s

novel competed against five shortlisted titles:

Heaven by Mieko Kawakami, translated by

Samuel Bett; Cursed Bunny by Bora Chung,

translated by Anton Hur from Korean; A New

Name: Septology VI-VII  by Jon Fosse,

translated by Damion Searls from Norwegian;

Elena Knows by Claudia Pieiro, translated by

Frances Riddle from Spanish; and former

winner Olga Tokarczuk’s The Books of

Jacob,translated by Jennifer Croft from Polish.

“As a Jury we have had the pleasure of reading

many extraordinary books, and choosing a

shortlist from among them has been difficult

and sometimes heart-breaking. The shortlisted

titles from six languages explore the borders

and boundaries of human experience, whether

haunting and surreal, poignant and tender, or

exuberant and capricious. The constantly

shifting perspectives and timeframes of

Geetanjali Shree’s inventive, energetic Tomb

of Sand lead us into every cranny of an 80-

year-old woman’s life and surprising past,” the

Judges said.

Ret Samadhi,set in the shadow of the

Partition of India, follows an octogenarian

woman after the death of her husband, then

resurfaces to gain a new lease on life. To her

family’s consternation, she insists on travelling

to Pakistan, simultaneously confronting the

unresolved trauma of her teenage experiences

of Partition, and re-evaluating what it means

to be a mother, a daughter, a woman, a

feminist. Shree writes, “Once you’ve got
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women and a border, a story can write itself.

Even women on their own are enough. Women

are stories in themselves, full of stirrings and

whispering that float on the wind that bend with

each blade of grass”. In Tomb of Sand her

impulse was “humanitarian” and that inspired

her was a sense of freedom, whether on the

subject of Partition, or her octogenarian

character ’s friendship with a ‘hijra’

(transgender) woman. It’s more about how

Partition consequences have affected lives.

Dedicated to Krishna Sobti, Ret Samadhi was

written in record time during a writer’s

residency in Germany just before the pandemic.

Chandra Prabha Devi, the protagonist, a

rebellious in nature, epitomises to crosses the

border and goes to Pakistan in search of her

lover Anwar and to come clear with the trauma

of India’s Partition with Pakistan in 1947. Tomb

of Sand is a dissection of her feelings as she

comes to terms with her past, and with her role

as a woman and a mother. She decides to visit

Pakistan to confront the past that she left behind

during the Partition. For centuries, women have

been assigned many limits and boundaries, being

told who they are and how they should be and

so on. So limits and boundaries have a big

meaning in their personalities.  But to her if there

are limits and boundaries, then crossing them is

also very important. So being a woman is to be

tied within boundaries. But just being a woman

urges you to cross these lines and you get to

some other place by crossing these borders.

Overwhelmed with the “bolt from the blue”, in

a BBC interview, Shree, said, “Ret Samadhi

tells human stories that are universal irrespective

of their cultural backdrop. There are many

stories that came together in the book... but it’s

also the story of an old woman who gradually

rose up from her deathbed to reinvent her life”.

Her inclination towards Hindi literature was

her mother who spoke almost only Hindi.

Shree’s reading memories are of more Hindi

magazines for children like Chandamama,

Parag, Nandan, and Panchatantra .

Connected to Hindi via the world of the iconic

Hindi writer Munshi Premchand on whom she

did her doctoral work from M S University,

Baroda in 1980s, her friendship with

Premchand’s granddaughter and close links with

their entire family, played a very positive role in

sensitising her to Hindi.  It’s a measure of her

passion for Premchand is Between Two

Worlds: An Intellectual Biography of

Premchand,based on her Ph.D. work. She also

wrote two essays: ‘Premchand and

Industrialism: A Study in Attitudinal

Ambivalence’, and ‘Premchand and Peasantry:

Constrained Radicalism’.

‘Bel Patra’ (1987), her first story, was

published in the literary magazine Hans, but she

was noticed as a writer after the publication of

Anugoonj, an anthology of short stories in 1991.

A feminist novel of Shree, Mai (1993), translated

by Nita Kumar, the Brown Family Professor of

South Asian History at Claremont McKenna

College, Claremont, California, in 2002, as

MaiSilently Mother, speaks to mothers and

daughters universally, especially relevant to

Indian readers who can relate to the novel on a

personal level. Mai is a making up a story to

acknowledge three generations of women and

the men around them, in a North Indian middle-

class family. Published by Kali for Women,

MaiSilently Mother, which won Sahitya

Akademi Translation Prize in 2002 and

shortlisted for Crossword Book Award in 2001,

brought Shree national and international fame.

Hamara Shahar Us Baras (1998), written

in the immediate wake of the communal

atmosphere the karseva unleashed in Ayodhya

followed by the destruction of the 16th century

Babri Mosque, deals with riots under people’s

skin so to speak. Tirohit (2001), dedicated to

Krishan Sobti, rendered as The Roof Beneath

Their Feet (2013)by Rahul Soni, a beautifully

crafted story with twists and turns that will keep

you riveted, is easily among the best
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contemporary novels of Shree. “Liberatingly

uninhibited and intensely poetic”, as K.

Satchidanandan calls, in Tirohit everything

happens in such an evasive manner that the

readers come to a standstill. Khâlî Jagah

(2006), translated into English by Nivedita

Menon as The Empty Space (2011); French by

Nicola Pozza as Une Place Vide (2018);

German by Georg Lechner and Nivedita Menon

as Im leeren Raum; and into Urdu in Pakistan,

focuses on the subjects like violence, loss, and

the search for id within the up to date world. It

attempts to personalize a terrorist attack and

poignantly steers the reader to grapple with the

terrible destruction after a bomb blast.

Actively associated with ‘Vivadi’, a theatre

group, she adapted ‘Ghare Baire’, ‘Gora’ of

Tagore; Hadi Ruswa’s classic ‘Umrao Jan

Ada’; and‘Lao Jiu: The Ninth Born’, a Chinese

play by Kuo Pao Kun into Hindi. A recipient

of the Indu Sharma Katha Samman, Hindi

Akademi Sahityakar Sammaan, Dwijdev

Samman for her contribution to Hindi literature,

and Fellowships of Ministry of Culture, India,

Japan Foundation, and Charles Wallace Trust,

and Institute of Higher Studies, Geetanjali Shree

dedicates her to write. To her, “If a few people

read you, it is good. If many more read you, it

is good. As far recognition, nobody knows

whether it will come now or later, or if it, will

come at all.  But that should not deter from

writing”. She has also been a Writer-in-

Residence in Scotland, Switzerland and

France. The English translation of Mai was

shortlisted for the Hutch-Crossword

Translation Award in 2000.  Ret Samadhi was

at the top of Amazon India’s bestseller list,

while Tomb of Sand was second. However,

the International Booker Prize puts it in the

spotlight, both in Indian and global

markets, despite receiving little attention from

reviewers before its nomination. On Amazon

India, the two books are also top sellers in the

Indian writing category.

 Dr. Ashok K Choudhury, D.Litt, an

Independent lit critic, worked with Sahitya

Akademi for more than three decades, is

now with University of Delhi.

India at 75- a lost India Contd. from page -  (38)

The India of today is based on the idea of militaristic nationalism which brought death and

carnage in the 20th century in the form of two devastating world wars.  It completely ignores the

teachings of Rabindranath Tagore who criticised such an extreme idea of nationalism/patriotism

holding it responsible for the dehumanization of man and the colonization of one nation by others.

The India of today regards Savarkar as one of the prime heroes of the independence struggle

while conveniently forgetting that he collaborated with the British and also wrote mercy petitions

while in jail.

The India of today makes divisive laws to accept persecuted citizens from selective countries

but strictly on the basis of their religion. The India of today is represented by a political regime

which takes a pride in saying that they are rewriting history books to portray the ‘authentic’

history of India and that the present history glorifies invaders too much.

Conclusion

As India enters the ‘Amrit Kaal’ of its independence, it is imperative that like minded citizens

of this beautiful country stand up to this deliberate distortion of their values and institutions. It is

only the people of this country who can defend the heritage, ideas and the values that a multicultural

and multiethnic country like India stood for. Only the citizens of our country can save the country

from further degeneration into the labyrinth of hatred and intolerance.
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Gurram Joshua
Vikas Gora
He is considered to be one of the earliest

Dalit poets in Telugu literature. He is known

for his writings against caste prejudices and

untouchability. His life and work have got

generational relevance.

Gurram Jashuva received the Kendra

Sahitya Academy Award, Kalaprapurna, and

Padma Bhushan awards for his tireless and

inspiring work.

His work was furthered by his daughter

Hemalatha who married Gora and Saraswathi

Gora’s eldest son, Lavanam. Together they have

done yeoman service for Jogins, criminal

Shudra without senses
Amrit Rawal

I, a Shudra without sense

Listen to the silence of centuries

That resides in my two holes

You filled with molten lead

When they chanced to hear your 

Vedic sounds and mantras

You sealed me away from your

Wisdom, your knowledge

And made me a dumb fool

Shorn of wisdom and their knowledge.

I have lived without the Vedas

And their knowledge for centuries

I can live without the Vedas

And their knowledge for centuries

I don’t want to scratch

The molten lead out of my ears

Nor do I want to speak

In your presence

For you won’t understand my pain

My agony is beyond your senses

For you made me deaf

And sealed yourself against

My shrieks, my painful entreaties 

Deadened the human in you.

reformation, dacoits rehabilitation etc for nation

building.

Gora and Gurram Joshua fought against

discrimination, stood for equality, empowerment

and for the rights of the most marginalised.

Remembering Gurram Joshua’s work for its

relevance to strengthen the secular ramparts

we guard.

‘Lie and Truth’
Jean-Léon Gérome

“The Lie said to the Truth: “Let’s take a bath

together, the well water is very nice.” 

The Truth, still suspicious, tested the water and

found out it really was nice. 

So they got naked and bathed. 

But suddenly, the Lie leapt out of the water

and fled, wearing the clothes of the Truth.

The Truth, furious, climbed out of the well to

get her clothes back. 

But the World, upon seeing the naked Truth,

looked away, with anger and contempt. 

Poor Truth returned to the well and

disappeared forever, hiding her shame.

Since then, the Lie runs around the world,

dressed as the Truth, and society is very happy...

Because the world has no desire to know the

naked Truth.”

(Jean-Léon Gérome wrote the above in 1896)

Shared by M.G. Devasahayam

July 24th 2022 marks

the 51st Death

Anniversary of

Gurram Joshua (28

September 1895 - 24

July 1971) a legendary

Telugu Poet of the

Millennium
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